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Macy's rejects Drop/add process criticized
lease renewal
by Benjamin Marrlson
news editor

by Danielle Fischer
and Jim Nieman

After 40 years in Bowling
Green. Macy's department
store has decided not to renew its lease on the building it
occupies at 139 South Main.
Macy's Midwest could not
reach agreement with the
building owners over the
length of a new lease.
Lelan Middleton, attorney
for the Wood County Hospital
Association which owns the
building, said Macy's Midwest wished to renew the
lease on the building for only
one year. The previous lease
was for five years, he said.
Middleton said the hospital
decided that selling the building was in its best interest
rather than entering into a
short-term lease. The hospital then gave Macy's the option of buying the building,
but Macy's declined.
The hospital administration
prefers to sell the building to
avoid having it vacant if the
proposed Woodland shopping
mall is built on the north side
of Bowling Green, Middleton
said.
Bob Sprout, managing partner of the Mall Corporation
planning to build the Woodland mall, said he hopes to
open it in 1966. He said the
Mall Corporation has a com-

mitment from Elder Beerman's department store and
is currently negotiating with
J.C. Penney's.
WENDELL BOOTH, manager of the J.C. Penney's
store at 136 South Main, could
not be reached for comment.
Macy's Midwest has not
expressed an interest in opening a store in the proposed
mall, according to Sproul.
"I contacted them a year
ago," said Sproul. "At that
time they didn't show any
interest. Sproul said that
was the last time he had spoken to Macy's but added he
would be contacting them in
the near future.
Macy's has no plans to relocate in the Woodland Mall at
this time, said Kathleen
Waugh, director of public relations and special events for
Macy's Midwest.
Buying the South Main
property was not consistant
with Macy's "normal operating procedures," Waugh said.
"We rent most of our buildings and we decided it was in
our best interests not to buy
the building at this time."
Waugh said the store was
profitable and the decision to
leave was "totally based on
the building and not a reflection of our business in the
Bowling Green area."

BG man dies before
new heart implant
From staff and wire reports

A Bowling Green man on his
way from a hospital here to the
Humana Heart Institute in
Louisville, where he was to be
considered for the world's third
artificial heart implant, died
early Tuesday morning during a
last-minute attempt to save his
life.
Vernon Madden, 23, had been
accepted for treatment by Dr.
William DeVries - who gave
William Schroeder the world's
second artificial heart implant when he suffered heart and respiratory failure during a special
flight from here to Louisville.
He died early Tuesday morning at the University of Cincinnati Hospital, when he was
rushed after the flight made an
emergency landing so he could
be treated.
Madden suffered from cardiomyopathy, a gradual wasting of
the heart muscle, cause of which
is unknown. It is the same disease that affected Schroeder
before he received his implant.
Dr. Supriya Chakravarty,
Madden's cardiologist here, had
originally planned to do a heart
transplant on Madden but ex-

pense made such an alternative
impossible.
"A human heart costs about
$100,000 and there was no way
the family could cover this expense," he said. "Out of frustration I called the Heart Institute
and it was decided that Madden
would be an ideal candidate for
an artificial heart." Madden
was in perfect health except for
the heart condition, according to
Chakravarty.
Chakravarty said the Humana
Heart Institute had first planned
to seek a human heart for Madden. If one was not found, DeVries had said Madden would be
considered for an artificial heart
implant, he said.
The Toledo physician called
DeVries late Monday after Madden's condition worsened. "Because Madden was not
responding to medications, we
knew something radical had to
be done and the artificial heart
seemed the only alternative," he
said. "At first Madden was not
receptive to the idea but had
agreed to give it a try."
The Toledo man, a former
laborer, is survived by his wife
and 7-week-old son.

New Ruling:
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court, calling drug use
and violent crime In public
schools "major social problems," Tuesday gave school officials more legal power to search
students.
By a 6-3 vote, the court said
public school teachers and administrators do not need court
warrants nor the same justifications police officers need before
searching a student.
Searches of students are justified "when there are reasonable
grounds for suspecting that the
search will turn up evidence that
the student has violated or is
violating either the law or the
rules M the school," Justice
Byron White wrote for the court.
One of the dissenters. Justice

John Paul Stevens, said the decision allows searches for "even
the most trivial school regulation."
"For the court," Stevens said,
"a search for curlers and sun
glasses in order to enforce the
school dress code is apparently
just as important as a search for
evidence of heroin addiction or
violent gang activity."
THE COURT unanimously
ruled that school officials, like
police officers, must adhere to
the Constitution's ban on unreasonable searches and seizures.
In other words, students have
some constitutionally protected
privacy rights when in school.
But six members, led by
White, said teachers do not have

It is being called everything
from "awfur' to "bizarre." but
it is properly called "drop/add."
"It's bizarre that students are
still dropping and adding
courses now. This is the seventh
week of registration," Roger
Newman, director of registration, said.
Cindy Raff, a junior elementary education major, said
"This is awful. They need more
people working in here. It would
be a lot quicker that way."
Monica McClelland, a freshman fashion merchandising major, believes there are not
enough sections to go around.
"They (the University) definitely need more sections in the
heavily requested courses," McClelland said.
Newman said 1,588 students
who came through the doors
Monday and had some type of
course transaction. He noted,
however, "That figure doesn't
include the people who came in
here and didn't get what they
wanted. There's no way to determine how many people gave
up."
He predicted yesterday's
transactions could total more
than 1,200. "We'll have 4,500
transactions for the f ive-dayperiod," Newman said. "That
number translates to about
12,000 section changes."
Although Newman has only
been director for two months, he
is not afraid of trying new
things.
"WE TRIED the sign approach - you know, "These
classes are closed, so don't
wait,' but that didn't work either," he said. The problem with
this system arose when someone
dropped the course, and students were not there to register
for the seat.
Currently, the registrars are
using appointment tickets which
allow students to go to the front
of the line. The problem with
this is that most students do not
use them.
"If you come in here at 12:45
and you have a class at 1:30, you

Schedule change

"Q ^ws/joe Pheian

At drop/add in the Union Grand Ballroom. Mark Armstrong, sophomore law enforcement major, tries to get
his schedule rearranged. There was a 10 to 20 minute wait to get into the ballroom yesterday. There are
approximately 1,200 section changes made each day of drop/add. and the University employs 25 people to
aid in the transactions.

won't make it to class," Newman said. "If you get a ticket,
you don't have to wait - just go
straight to the front of the line."
The University employs 25
people to aid in drop/add procedures. Newman said these peoCle "do all of the running from
he tables to the (chart)
boards."
The 25 employees are divided
into five teams of five. "These
people work together and answer any questions the students
have concerning closed course
cards, new sections and any
thing else," Newman said.
"This saves the students a
tremendous amount of time because if a member doesn't know
the answer to a question, that
person simply asks another
member of the team," he added.
These people do a respectable
job, he said. "They process one
student every seven minutes which also does not include
those who do not get processed."
SO WHERE does the problem
lie? Newman knows.

"There are certain courses
which are over-demanded. We
(the University) either need
more professors in those heavily
demanded courses or we need to
limit the number of students
being enrolled in them. It's that
simple," Newman said.
The majority of the courses
that are in high demand are in
the business core classes.
"Courses like Econ 202 and 203,
Accounting 221 and 222, and
Math 124 and 125 are the worst
ones.
"We have to implement the
wishes of the specific colleges,
then nest it down to the individual departments. We're between
a rock and a hard place," Newman said.
"Some students have to have
certain courses to graduate and
are having trouble. There just
aren't enough courses for all of
the students," Raff said.
Newman said the University
will eventually get terminals to
rid itself of the course sheets in
drop/add. This will make sched-

uling quicker because "the section numbers can be punched in
and the student will know right
then where he or she stands.
"REMEMBER, THIS won't
add any more space, it will just
make the existing system more
efficient," he said.
Newman said he is hoping the
University's new telephone system, scheduled for cutover in
August, will be used for scheduling. Brigham Young University
in Provo, Utah, currently schedules via phone lines, he said.
"I empathize with the students, but it's not all on this end.
We need more faculty or fewer
students. It's only common
sense."
"It's a bizarre situation.
Something's drastically wrong
somewhere," Newman said with
a chuckle. "It's too late in the
game to have this many
changes."

Apartments rebuilt for move-in

Haven House residents return
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Residents of Haven House
Apartments, 1515 East Wooster St., reported few problems moving back in
yesterday.
Julie Pellican, senior business major, was the last of
the people in her apartment

to move back in.
"Everything was set up - it
was nice," she said. "We just
had to go out and get our
stuff, which was stored (in
town.)"
Other residents interviewed agreed the process of
moving back in "went very
smoothly," according to one
source.
Ninety-six University students were forced to move

after the Oct. 2 fire which
caused more than SI million
in damage. A faulty water
heater was found to be the
cause of the fire.
Douglas Valentine, the
Bowling Green developer who
owns the building, said he
expected to have flooring and
washers and dryers installed
by the end of the week.
"We've got a list of people
interested (in moving in), out

we want to give our old people
(residents at the time of the
fire) an opportunity (to move
back)," valentine said.
Some students did not return because of December
graduation, while four residents could not move back
because the only housing they
could find after the fire nad a
lease which continued
through May, Valentine said.

Supreme Court says school officials
have greater legal power to search
to meet the "probable cause"
standard applied when judging
whether a police search was
reasonable.
"The substantial need of teachers and administrators for
freedom to maintain order in the
schools does not require strict
adherence to the requirement
that searches be based on probable cause to believe that the
subject of the search has violated or is violating the law,"
White said.
"Rather, the legality of a
search of a student should depend simply on the reasonableness, under all the
circumstances, of the search,"
he said.
The court cautioned school
officials against "excessively

intrusive" searches.
WHITE NOTED that "maintaining order in the classroom
has never been easy." He added
that in recent years "school
disorder has often taken particularly ugly forms: drug use and
violent crimes in the schools
have become major social problems."
The ruling reinstated a delinquency finding against a former
PiscatawaylNJ.) High School
student who four years ago - as
a 14-year-old -admitted to selling marijuana to fellow students.
James Koch, the principal of
the Piscataway school, said the
ruling was "one of the greatest
decisions in education in the last

decade."

"We're talking reasonable
searches, the same thing a parent might do," Koch said.
The case began when the girl,
identified in court records only
as T.L.O., was caught smoking
in a high school restroom. She
was taken by a teacher to a vice
principal's office because smoking in non-designated areas was
against school rules.
QUESTIONED BY assistant
vice principal Theodore Choplick, the girl denied that she
had been smoking and said she
never smoked. Choplick then
took ber to his office, opened her
purse and saw a pack of cigarettes.
i further into the purse,
; found rolling papers -

the kind often used for marijuana cigarettes - and records
indicating the 14-year-old was
seUtag marijuanai to fellow students. He called the police.
8
1
♦KITI. ^ eventually admitted
that she had been selling marijuana ciearettes for $1 each. She
was tried as a juvenile, found to
be delinquent and sentenced to
one year probation, conditioned
on ner attending a drug-tberaDv
F?
program.
ute was omed
.^
J
°y Chief
Justice m
Warren E. Burger and
Justices Lewis F. Powell, William H. Rehnquist, Sandra Day
O Connor and Harry A. Blackmun.
, ^e"^ ■■> Stevens were
Justices William J. Brennan and
Thurgood Marshall.
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Editorial He's no hero
To many, he is a hero.
He is just 37 years old and has his own
lucrative business as an electronics specialist. And
when four youths harassed him on a Manhatten
subway last Dec. 22, Bernhard Hugo Goetz showed
them he was not to be intimidated.
After the youths asked him for money, Goetz
reportedly pulled a .38 caliber revolver out of his
waistband and shot them.
In preventing a robbery, he committed a crime
far worse.
One of the youths, 19-year-old Darryl Cabey,
remains in a coma, paralyzed from the waist down,
after his spine was severed in the shooting.
The gun was unregistered, and a grand jury is
deciding whether to indict Goetz on four counts of
attempted murder and one count of illegal possession of weapons.
One youth has said he asked Goetz for only $5, yet
Goetz likely will plead self defense if indicted,
according to his lawyer.
Three of the youths have said that they were
carrying sharpened screwdrivers in their pockets.
But the weapons reportedly were not taken out of
their pockets or used to threaten Goetz' life.
No amount of money is worth endangering the
lives of four people, let alone those of nearby
passengers.
Bernhard Goetz was understandably afraid on
the subway - he was mugged and beaten by three
men in a subway station in 1981 - but this did not
give him the right to take the law into his own hands
and administer rash punishment on four people.
We, of course, do not condone the actions of the
youths, all of whom have criminal records.
But Bernhard Goetz should not be viewed as a
hero. If practiced by many, his western-moviestyle answer to a serious problem would only add to
the danger and violence on New York subways.

Generic questions:
Everyone asks 'em
by Benjamin J. Marrison
It happens after every
Christmas break. Almost everyone is excited to get back to this
thriving metropolis of Bowling
Green, and upon arrival, they
get asked the same things.
You walk into your apartment
or dorm room and you're drilled
with questions. And they're almost always the same for everyone.
"How ya doing? How was
your break?"
Why is this question asked?
Everyone answers the same
thing: "Great! I wish it was
longer, though." What would
you do if your roomie said, "It
was terrible. My car broke down
and it cost me $500 to have it
fixed"?
Or what if they said, "I hated
it. I got in a huge fight with my
girlfriend and everything is all
goofed up. I couldn t wait to get
back"? Hopefully, this seldom,
if ever, happens.
Then comes the unloading and
unpacking. This seems like an
never-ending process, sometimes taking weeks to complete.
After it is finished comes an
important event - the showing
off of Christmas gifts.
"Look at what my aunt in
Pittsburgh got me," I overheard
a female friend saying. "I got a
Pitt T-shirt and a gold fingernail."
"Wait, guys, look at what my
mother bought me for the apartment - a new fry baby so we
don't have to clean up the mess
of frying in a pan."

to bring back - a last supper of
sorts.
Then it's time to pig out on the
food and down a few brews. And
why not, classes haven't started
yet and there isn't any homework to do (as if that matters
anyway).
"How were your grades?"
Is the generic answer for this
question "I did all right, but I
should have done better"? Is
anyone - with the exception of
the wiz kids who pull a 4.0 really satisfied? From the people I know, the answer to that
one is negative.
After everyone spits out his
grades and explains why he got
what he did, the next question is
"What classes do you have this
semester?"
When you start reading off
your courses, your friends or
roomies will ask you "Who do
you have for that? Who for
that?"
If, by chance, they have had
the same professor you are
going to face, then you are either
going to be very psyched or sick
to the stomach. f'I had him and
he's a #$&«•!!" Of course, this is
the kind of statement that leads
to Alka Seltzer.
But, if you are fortunate, your
roomie will tell you the professor is a blow-off (but really, how
many professors are actually
blowoffs?).
After you have told your
roommates and neighbors everything, the entire process
starts again when you set foot on
campus and see someone you
know.
Blow some people's minds.
Tell them something they're not
expecting.

"Really? I got a new Bryan
Adams album." "I got Night
Ranger." And the list goes on
Benjamin J. Marrison, a senior
and on.
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Trotsky a villain in Soviet play
by George Will
For a regime that fancies itself
the vanguard of revolution the
vessel of history, fountain of
progress, destroyer of reaction
and consigner of outmoded
things to the ash can of history,
the Soviet regime is remarkably
tradition-bound in one regard, ft
clings to its animosities.
Some societies define themselves in their admirations,
some in their animosities.
America defines itself in admiration of Washington, Jefferson,
Lincoln. The Soviet regime (Soviet society has no voice) bristles with defining animosities,
the most durable of which is for
poor, old Leon Trotsky.
Not content with having
driven him into exile, even into
rural Mexico, and having sent
thither an assasin to drive an ice

ax into his skull, the regime took
the trouble to erase him from
history books and even from
photographs (some of which
showed him distressingly close
to the sainted Lenin). But now
Trotsky is back, for another
bashing. A Los Angeles Timer.
headline says: "Trotsky Revived as Villain in Soviet Play."
The subhead is: "Discredited
Old Bolshevik Portrayed as
Double Agent."
Decades ago Trotsky was
slung down the memory hole. It
was as though he had never
existed. That was rude treatment for the creator of the Red
Army that saved the Russian
Revolution.
But Trotsky ran into trouble
with StalinTTrouble with Stalin
was fatal for millions. For
Trotsky it was singularly oblit-

erating. Yet now he has been
resurrected so that he may be
condemned to death yet again,
this time by a play that portrays
him as Stalin did - as an antiBolshevik.
The Trotsky-Stalin feud was
dressed up in ideological nuances. Trotsky, who had a powerful if warped and narrow
mind, said Soviet Russia could
not survive isolation, so there
must be world revolution,
pronto. Stalin, who would have
lowered the intellectual tone of
the St Valentine's Day Massacre, argued for "socialism in
one country." But the real issue
was that the Soviet Union, which
spans ten time zones, was too
small for the two of them.
What does the re-emergence
of Trotsky, if only for another
drubbing, mean? It probably is
additional evidence of the de-deStalinization of the Soviet Union,
the rehabilitation of Stalin, the
most prolific killer of the most
killing century. (An enchanting
rumor is that Volgograd, which
was Tsarityn untill925 and then
was Stalingrad until 1961, may
soon be Stalingrad again.)
The anti-Trotsky play certainly is evidence of the amazing
continuity of the basic impulses
that animate the Soviet regime.
Denial of such continuity is an
essential component of the mental makeup of Western enthusiasts for the arms-control
process. They always see the
Soviet Union on the verge of
"fundamental" change.
In totalitarian societies little
things, such as the reappearance of Trotsky, mean a lot. So
they are not really little. Churchill knew this.
In April of 1933, less than two
months after Hitler seized
power, Churchill warned Parliament of such German "martial
and pugnacious manifestations"
as "appeals to every form of the
fighting spirit, from the reintroduction of dueling in the colleges
to the Minister of Education
advising the plentiful use of the

cane In the elementary
schools." Churchill noted these
things because he knew what
many of today's arms-control
enthusiasts ignore: There is a
link between the internal dy
namic and external behavior of
a totalitarian society. A system
sustained by the Gulag Archipelago is not tamable by "dialogue" or by parchment covered
by arms-control phrases. That is
why it was right for Avital Scharansky, the wife of the most
famous Jewish prisoner of conscience in the Soviet Union, to be
here haunting the proceedings.
Now, return to the LOB Angeles Times story about the redenouncing of Trotsky in
accordance with Stalin's old
mythology. The story contains
this hilarious sentence: Western
observers of cultural trends say
that publication of the play may
reflect increased official willingness to be more realistic
about Soviet history."
Of course. The reappearance
of an utterly traditional, utterly
tendentious fable of Stalinist history is evidence of - what else? new "realism," and therefore is
grounds for optimism about
U.S.-Soviet relations. So say the
usual suspects, those "Western
observers of cultural trends."
The moral of this little story
about Trotsky is timely, and
should be spelled out in neon
across Geneva, the host to the
world's recurring illusions. The
moral of the story is this:
There is a mobile army of
"Western observers" whose observations condition the atmosphere that produces things like
the arms-control process. These
observers can be counted on to
announce that anything - absolutely anything - that happens in
the Soviet Union is heartening,
the harbinger of "realism" and
a reason for hastening to Geneva and expecting "fundamental change.
George Will is a columnist tor
the Washington Post Writers
Group.

Letters
Just keep drinking,
rich Republicans
As I read the News article,
"Drug use apparently shifting to
alcohol," it made me think a lot
about the kind of people who go
to BGSU. Most of them are
wealthy Republicans who
blindly accept the values of their
parents, refusing to develop
ideas of their own. They believe
that accepting these values will
bring them the wealth that their
parents obtained. Along with
this false sense of security, they
celebrate their wealth by drinking to excess, making life hard
for those of us who refuse to
involve ourselves in this childish
activity. They are also blind to
the fact that there is a new
radicalism on this campus happiness through sobriety slowly but surely gaining
ground.
So keep drinking and keep
your false sense of pride. Meanwhile, those of us who have the
common sense to think through
firoblems, instead of trying to
orget them, will someday pull
the cloth from underneath your
finely laid tables.
Daniel M. Drury
School of Psychology

Parking inadequate
during basketball
Is the convenience of persons
attending a basketball game
more important than that of
students trying to attend class?
The University seemed to think
so Wednesday, Dec. 12.
As a commuter student, I left
my home on that evening at the
same time I do every Monday
and Wednesday night to attend
classes, fully intending to park
in the same lot I have parked in
since the beginning of the semester. I was more than a little
surprised to discover, upon my
arrival on campus, that this
would not be possible. The lot
was reserved tu.- basketball
parking. I was instructed to
park in a lot about two blocks
away. Not only was I lucky
enough to park In an area I was
totally unfamiliar with, but I
was also late for my class.

I have nothing against basketball, but I have always thought
that the main role of the University is academics. Shouldn't students trying to attend class have
a little priority, or aren't we as
important as the basketball
fans?
If this is the case, I can hardly
wait until next (spring) semester and the long, cold, dark
walks from car to class on
Wednesday nights.
Debbie Beatty
Commuter Student
P.S. Upon leaving class, I was
surprised and angered to discover that this reserved lot was
not even full.

Allow all opinions
from the faculty
Professor Richard Zeller's recent response to the letter of
Professor Janis Pallister raises
a serious question regarding the
attitude which the faculty should
take about recent administrative decisions. I find the implications of Professor Zeller's letter
alarming in an academic community.
It has been my understanding
that a university environment,
by its very nature, not only
should permit, but also encourage active questioning of conditions or decisions which one
might consider unfair or simply
erroneous. I also understand
that the administration of Bowling Green State University has
welcomed faculty participation
in the decision making process,
as Professor Zeller, himself, indicated in his letter.
Professor Zeller's analogy in
describing the relationship between the faculty and the adminIstration is, at best,
inappropriate, and at the worst,
completely ludicrous. We faculty members are not small
children, obliged to accept the
decisions of our administrative
"parents," who presumably
know what is best for us. Nor, I
should imagine, would President Olscamp and VPAA Clark
care to be cast in the roles of
"Daddy" and "Mommy."
Professor Pallister raised
what many consider legitimate
concerns with regard to recent

decisions on tenure. She had a
perfect right to do so. She presented facts and figures in a
logical, rational manner. Her
letter, in my opinion, suggested
nothing of a "temper tantrum."
Let us nope that all, faculty and
administrators alike, may continue to express honest opinions
in an environment open to investigation an discussion.
Carole A. Bradford
Dept of Romance Languages

Career counseling
available at center
Students in need of counseling
should not be discouraged from
seeking assistance at the Counseling and Career Development
Center by the recent BG News
article entitled "Students Deal
With College Pressures." It was
mistakenly reported that "counseling appointments are booked
solid through the middle of next
semester.

Walter Mondale lost his bid for
the presidency was that he decided to run his campaign on the
assumption that most Americans were not just "mediaoriented idiots," that the American people could see more than
just the surface image. Unfortunately, he has been proven
wrong. And one other point; my
definition of a "faithful American" is one who believes in what
is written in the constitution, a
document that secured our right
to be non-conformists, that gave
us not only the right but the
responsibility to question our
leaders. Sadly, you do not seem
to believe in the document that
makes the United States different from other countries. I'm
sorry for you. and I am sorry
and frightened that there are so
many like you in this country
today. It does not bode well for
the future.
George Looney
Instructor/English Dept

It is true that all available
counseling hours have been utilized for the past several weeks
and that students seeking assistance may experience a short
delay before being seen by a
counselor. This does not mean
that a student cannot be seen
before March. It is our practice
to offer an initial counseling
session with all students seeking
counseling within two weeks of a
request for service. Students
with serious counseling needs
are seen immediately or, at
most, within a few days of contact with our office. We wish to
offer a prompt a service as
possible to students in need.
Roman Carek, Ph. D.
Director

Cartoonists and
columnists sought

Conformists: not
funny in reality

The News reserves the
right to reject letters and
colurn
lumns or portions of them
that the staff believes to be in
bed taste, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation
according to space available.

This is in response to Jeff
DriscoU's letter of Dec. 14. I
think Frank Burns said it best
when he said, "If we don't conform, if we don't blindly obey
our leaders, bow can we ever
hope to be free." When he said
that on M.A.S.H., the laugh
track responded with a laugh.
But when I read letters like
yours I can no longer laugh; it Is
too frightening. The reason (and
ponder this Mr. Driscoll) why

The News is looking for
editorial columnists and cartoonists. Regular columns,
guest commentaries and cartoons all are acceptable. Columns and commentaries
should be no longer than 500
words, and cartoons may be
any size.
Letters to the editor also
are welcome and should be
limited to 200 words.
Submissions should be
double spaced and
Your address and
number must be included for verification.

Columns that appear in the
BG News do not necessarily
reflect opinions of the staff.
Address your comments
to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
10. University Hall

Local-
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VP waives reappointment
"I approached the job in a
very open minded way
...but I lust took it for the
interrum, Burlingame said.
"I have decided I want to
return to the library."
He said bis choice was
strictly a career decision.
"These are two very different
careers. I enjoyed the job and
it was a great opportunity to
learn more about University
relations, but I feel much
more connected to academic
life as the dean of libraries."

by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

Dr. Dwight Burlingame,
who was appointed acting
vice president of University
relations last July, has decided not to seek the position
permanently.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to the president, said
Burlingame asked not to be
considered in the search for a
permanent VPUR. He added
Burlingame will be returning
to his former spot as dean of
libraries.
Burlingame's appointment
to the position was prompted
by the departure of Richard
Edwards last summer. Edwards left the Bowling Green
post to become the Senior
Vice President at Wright
State University in Dayton.

While Burlingame has been
acting as VPUR, William
Miller has been acting as
dean of libraries. Burlingame
said Miller will be returning
to his original position as associate dean of libraries.
Mason said a search for
candidates for the position
will begin with the formation

of a committee within the
next couple of weeks. He said
University President Paul
Olscamp will appoint the
committee but will not nominate anyone for the job.
"There are presently no
candidates in mind for the
position." Mason said.
He said in the search process, the committee will advertise nationally in order to
attract applicants. The specific choosing process has not
been outlined, but Mason said
if past procedure is followed,
the committee will narrow
the field to about five candidates before Olscamp makes
his final decision.
Mason said if Burlingame
had sought the permanent
position, a search would probably not be necessary and
Burlingame would have been
likely to get the job.

5 thefts reported after break
by Ellen Zimmerli
staff reporter

A series of burglaries in McDonald East were reported Sunday when students returned
from holiday break.
Dean Gerkins, associate director of public safety, said the
four burglaries were from the
same floor and totaled less than
$35 cash. Although the girls said
they had left their doors locked,
there were no signs of forced
entry and they found their doorr:

unlocked.
Gerkins said robberies occurring over break are usually
more severe. Because of increased patrols of the buildings
and students cooperation in
locking all doors and windows,
he said the amount of thefts has
decreased.
Another burglary of $100 cash
was reported by the Sigma Nu
fraternity, but Gerkins said he
Mt the two were not related and
ihey have no suspects in either
case.

He said whoever stole the
money from McDonald East
may have had a pass key or the
doors may have been unlocked.
It is not known whether it (the
money) was taken after the
building opened or over the
break.
During break Gerkins said
officers are constantly patrolling dorms and academic buildings. Anyone found in the
buildings before they open, even
if they live there, is subject to
trespassing.

rDateline
Wednesday,
January 16
Undergraduate Council Meeting — There will be a meeting
of the Undergraduate Council
at 1:30 in the Alumni Room,
Union.

Piano Recital - A Guest Piano Recital given by Theodore Edel will begin at 8
&m. in Bryan Recital Hall,
oore Musical Arts Center.
The concert is free and open
to the public.

Public Skating — There will
be public skating 8 to 10 p.m.
at the Ice Arena. Cost for
students is $1.25 with a valid
University ID. Skate rental is
50 cents.

***************
'*>%***************

SKI CANADA'S * *
-BLUE MOniMIIf^**

com* ie* our are at
auction of

VINTAGE CLOTHING
Jones CT Junes -U.fi/. -JtntiifueS
114-116 West Indiana
Perrysburg
Wed. - Sat. 11-5
Sun. 12-5

MINI-COURSE
REGISTRATION
January 14-25
Choose from courses including self
defense, Martial Arts, Aerobics,
Needle Crafts, Beginning Mixology
and Oriental Cooking.
Sign up in UAO office. Mfat MN
CLIP & SAVE

One Urge One Item Pizza

*5
FREE DELIVERY

352-3551 i

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

* Two-bedroom apartments
' Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
' Water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike she
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Call Rick at 352-7182
CLIP & SAVE

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES

NCR
NCR/USDPG is a major marketing/sales
organization charged with the sale and
support of state-of-the-art computer systems and customer support for selected
markets in the Retail, Financial, Commercial, Industrial, Health Care, Education,
and Government Sectors. NCR is celebrating over 100 years of excellence in
service.
Your possible career paths include:
Sales/Marketing, Systems Analysis, Purchasing, Accounting/Finance, Applications Software Development, Product
Promotion, Product Management, and
Marketing Planning.
•NCR Spotlight Presentation, January
23, 1985 at 7:00 p.m. in the Placement Office Recruiter Lounge.
•Recruiting on-campus January 24,
1985 for Associate Buyers, Territory
Managers, and Computer Sales Representatives
•Recruiting on-campus February 6,
1985 for Systems Analysts
University
Placement
Services^

SPRING PROGRAM SCHEDULE
SUPER START SATURDAY
January 19, 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Job Hunting Workshops, 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Graduate Students - Capital Room
Liberal Arts - Taft Room
Technology and Computer Science Community Suite
Business - Grand Ballroom
Teachers - 115 Education Building

Resume Writing Workshops, 10:30a.m.-12
General - Community Suite
Graduate Students - Taft Room
Teachers - 115 Education Building
Interviewing Workshops, 1-2:30 p.m.
General - Community Suite
Graduate Students - Taft Room
Teachers -115 Education Building

FIRST CHOICE SIGN-UPS
General signups, 4 p.m., N.E. Commons
Teacher sign-ups, 6 p.m., Forum
Date
Recruiting Period
January 16
Jan. 22 - Feb. 1
January 23
Feb. 4 - Feb. 15
February 6
Feb. 18 - Mar. 1
February 20
Mar. 4 - Mar. 8
March 6
Mar. 18 - Mar. 29
March 20
Apr. 1 - Apr. 12
April 3
Apr. 15-Apr. 26

SPECIAL EVENTS
Liberal Arts Career Seminar

:

I
I
I
UJ

WORKSHOPS

in

RESUME WRITING

d

Tuesday, January 22, 7-8:30 p.m.
115 Education Building
Thursday, February 14, 7-8:30 p.m.
115 Education Building (for teachers)
Monday, February 18, 3:30-5:00 p.m.
Campus Room, University Union
Tuesday, March 26, 7-8:30 p.m.
115 Education Building

INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES
Tuesday, January 29, 3:30-5:00 p.m.
Campus Room, University Union
Tuesday, February 19, 7-8:30 p.m.
115 Education Building
Thursday, February 28, 7-8:30 p.m.
115 Education Building (for teachers)

Thursday, April 4, 12-1:3u p.m.
Campus Room, University Union

JOB HUNTING TECHNIQUES
Tuesday, February 5, 7-8:30 p.m.
115 Education Building
Thursday, March 7, 7-8:30 p.m.
Town Room, University Union
Thursday April 18, 7-8:30 p.m.
115 Education Building

March 4, 3:30-5:30 p.m., Community Suite

Special thanks to NCR for supporting University Placement Services Programming.

University
Placement
__ Services _

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
UJ

°s
a.
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Sam B's reopens bar, store
by Teresa Tatantino
staff reporter

A tax problem dating back to
the late 1970's closed Sam B's
the week before finals, according to co-owner Jim Ferrell.
Ferrell, who co-owns the restaurant with his brother Walt,
said the restaurant was closed
by the state December 14-17
because of a failure to pay back
taxes.
Putting the incident behind
them, the brothers reopened
Sam B's - but with a new drinking policy.
According to Jim Ferrell the
minimum drinking age for the

restaurant is now 21. He said
customers under 21 are still welcome, however no one under the
age would be served alcohol.
This policy will not affect carryout customers.
The reason for the change in
policy is a desire to attract a
more mature clientele. Ferrell
stated that with the change in
policy they hoped to emohasize
both food and drink.
Walt Ferrell said the restaurant will suffer some short term
losses, but in the long run they
will be able to make those loses
up.
The forced closing of the restaurant came as a shock to Jim
Ferrell, who said they were

aware of the tax problem. He
also said they had been communicating with people from the
state to work out an agreement,
but were given no warning they
would be closed.
"We felt we had an understanding (with the state) and we
were completely surprised (by
the closing)," he said.
The restaurant is now operating under arrangements it made
with the state that, according to
Ferrell, are mutually satisfactory for both the state and the
restaurant.
He said keeping the restaurant open was in the best interest of Both parties involved.

WERE LOOKING FOR TROUBLE
/i 984 Yearbook Pick up Y

American Heart
Association

BG News/Joe Phelan

Corner pocket

In the Union's Buckeye Room, Pete Tatley. senior psychology major, sinks the 11 ball.

1984 Key Yearbook may still be
picked up at Key office, 310
Student Services. Limited number
also available for sale.

Danskin Headquarters
, for all your
Dance or exercise
classes
leotards
tights
leg warmers
ballet slippers

PICK UP HOURS
Wed. 10:30-2:30 and 3:30-5:00 p.m.
Thurs. 1:00-5:00 p.m.
Fri. 1:00-5:00 p.m.

525 ISidf St.

£

SCHMELTZ PROPERTIES

HAPPY NEW YEAR

NOW RENTING FOR '85/86 SCHOOL YEAR

WELCOME BACK!

CHARLESTOWN APTS.

and

from the

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
(Student Services Bldg.)
NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS!
OPEN
SATURDAY 1/12

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

710-730 Scott Hamilton
2 bedroom unfurnished

MID AM MANOR

702 Third Street
2 bedroom furnished
641 Third & 839 Fourth St.
2 bedroom unfurnished
•

Noon-6 p.m.

SUNDAY 1/13

SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
1/14 MM. S I.ID.-8 p.m..
1/16 mod. 8 a.m.-B p.m..
1/18 Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m..

1/15 TUBS. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
1/17 Thurs. 8 a.m.-B p.m.
1/18 Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

CLOSED
SUNDAY. JAN. 20
MONDAY. JAN.. 21 (Martin Luther Kino Difl

master card/visa
phone: 372-2851

Regular Store Hoursi
8-5 Mon-Frl
9-5 Sat.

DUPLEXES

702 E. Wooster
2 bedroom unfurnished
122 Frazee
1 bedroom unfurnished-up
2 bedroom unfurnished-down
Dale Francis
General Manager
641 3rd Street #4

352-4380
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Two men suspected

Computer hardware stolen
from the Business Administration building late last October.
He said both men were seen in
the building where it happened
and the same method of operation was used both times.

by Ellen Zlmmerli
staff reporter

Two computers and several
pieces of related equipment valuing $3 255 were stolen from the
Psychology building on Dec. 19.
Dean Gerkins, associate director of Public Safety, said
they have two "good priine suspects" in the theft but do not
have enough evidence for a
court warrant.
According to Gerkins, the suspects may be connected with
another computer burglary

ing devices has not been able to
keep up. He added there are so
many different kinds of computers that it is hard to have a
universal lock.
If there are several computers
kept in the same room, it is
alarmed. But the computers
have been stolen from offices,
which are more difficult to secure, Gerkins said.

Gerkins said that although
computer components had been
stolen in the past, the October
burglary, which was valued at
$9,580, was the first time a whole
computer had been stolen.

WELCOME BACK
BOWLING GREEN
STUDENTS!

He said that University has
sent for information on locks,
but have received only two pamphlets.

With advances in computer
technology hitting so fast, Gerkins saidtne availability of lock-

PRICES AND ITEMS EFFECTIVE
AT THE BOWLING GREEN
KROGER STORE ONLY1 JAN. 14
THRU JAN. 20, 1985!

EPA OKs city transformers
erties, which made them useful
as coolants for electrical transformers, Wright said.
Wright saidtne city is phasing
out a transformer at the Dunbridge Road substation which
uses a PCB as a coolant and fire
retardant. Electrical capacitors
using PCBs have been replaced
over the last four years, he said.
The EPA inspection, which

A recent inspection forpolychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) by
the Environmental Protection
Agency gave the city's electrical
system a "clean bill of health,"
Lyle Wright, public utilities director, said Monday.
PCBs were first introduced
into electrical systems because
of their fire-retardant prop-

took place in late December,
found the Dunbridge Road
transformer to be adequately
fenced in, sealed against PCBs
escaping Into the environment.

In the Kroger Garden!

Subject to Applicable Tax! Mt. Dew,
Pepsi Free or (Regular or Diet)

PCBs, when released into the
environment, are concentrated
in animal tissues through the
food chain, causing diseases and
fetal malformations.

GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS

PEPSICOLA

Vanilla or Caramel— 10-ct. Package

8-oz. Bag

COUNTRY OVEN
ICED ROLLS

COUNTRY OVEN
CORN CHIPS

BUY ONE PACKAGE IT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE PACKAGE, FREE!

BUY ONE BAG AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE BAG, FREE!

•■ — ■» — —

If everyone over 50 had
colorectalcancer checkups,
AMEMCAN CANCBl SCCaETY
the cure rate could be 75%. <*
Callus.

COUPON-

■» -» -■ m

! 1 FREE ITEm
i OF YOUR CHOICE
|

r 1FREE

cm any turn onto
ASK lor il «h«n ordering

BOLD
FISH
DAVY JONES
171S. Main

VOTED BEST PIZZR IN B C

(tomtom)

on* coupon p«r pmo

Limit I Free Package, Please1

.

GODFREY'S

presents
Wednesday Night
AU-You-Can-Eat Specials
* SPAGHETTI- includes soup, salad buffet, garlic bread,
endless fresh fruit & desert table
ONLY$4.95
DCDULI
" *nc^uc^cs coleslaw, choice of potato
PERCH
and ron & butter
ONLY »3.29

>

.

Limit 1 Free Bag, Please!

Assorted Varieties —8-oz. Cup

Kroger— 1-lb. Loaf

YUBI
YOGURT

MULTI-GRAIN
BREAD

BUY ONE CUP AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE CUP, FREE!

BUY ONE LOAF AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE LOAF, FREE!

Limit 1 Free Cup, Please1

Limit 1 Free Loaf, Please!

In the Meat Dept. — 13-oz. Package

Kroger 100% Pure - Quart Carton

RENO'S
Pepperoni Pizza

CHILLED
ORANGE JUICE

BUY ONE PACKAGE AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE PACKAGE, FREE!

BUY ONE CARTON AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE CARTON, FREE!

r'

(This special add $1.29 for salad buffet)

GODFREY'S RESTAURANT
1021 S. Main

M-Th 7 am-9 pm
F & Sat 7 am-10 pm
Sun. 8 am-9 pm

352-0123

(across from Murphy's Mart)

.

0<JK

Limit I Free Pockoge, Please'

Limit 1 Free Carton, Please'

1*©

ih. "GRINDER" «* H«Mck. «Mf>
Mnm pte*!..-Meed. OH-«1 «*-!.. d

ft

KUCATESSEN l
NINE SHOT

VEA*

TAKEOUT
SANDWICHES

■ hJI paadt Poloh ho-, koohn oolooil. onto. daoooo. provoloM.
a
-.
..
H.M

■k. "K/USER SPECIAL" m co-bo..— o. I—otwd Pot-, fc—. .Mot Mita* -»•»»«. Wtecwuta rik ■MUnt-.yo
lotto*, oo a ci-»Koaoorro.
°-W
••NEW *• ""OT OVEN GRINDER" m* waH It-fcw "He G~» -W photon, eta »»■■■*
noting,ehtim. pm*"i*Mnmmt m<dw<mhtHtmmo*Fimchmi—d.. .UOUNCES1
JI/UI 99) 13 59
HW

.

In the Floral Shoppe!
Assorted Varieties-8-inch Pot

Pain Reliever-50ct. Bottle

HANGING
BASKETS

NUPRIN
TABLETS

BUY ONE POT AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE POT, FREE!

BUY ONE BOTTLE AT REGULAR
PRICE, GET ONE BOTTLE, FREE!

Limit 1 Free Pot, Please!

Limit I Free Bottle, Please!

Size C or D Batteries
2-ct. Package

In the Meat Dept.
Country Smoked Meat - 5-oz. Package

EVEREADY
ENERGIZERS

CANADIAN
SLICED BACON

"CHICAGO ROAST BEEF BUN" top I—I mm tmi on .tMnyoia«Wn««*tlMrpt*«»*»tcta»«.U«ic.

n~M.id.iwyc. gSSB

^.

**•*»

ihi "WARTY Rllf"*'"'**mmmmt -»«I»J«IMI n-.n» —ifaw,
"CHEF SALAD".

'

mltmM mmmi. a.«
ttM

OTHER SANDWICHES made to uour order.
Turkey Breast
Braunschweiger
Brisket Pastrami
Wiriyi Ham Salad
Roast Beef
Salami (7 choices)

$1.99
$1.69
$2.29
$1.59
$229
$1.99

Corned B«*f
Polish Ham
Roast Pork
Liver Pate
Barbcque Beef
Wany'i Chicken Salad

$2.29
$1.99
S1.99
$1.99
$1.59
$1.99

Tomato-10*
Onion -10*
EXTRAS:
Cheeses 20*
Lettuce. Mavo. Mustard. Pickles. Horseradish
Kaiser bun. Jewish rye. onion bun. white, wheat
SALADS. SNACKS. BEER. COFFEE. WINE. SODA. DESSERTS. CHEESES. FRUIT. CANDIES.

BUY ONE PACKAGE AT REGULAR
PRICE, GH ONE PACKAGE, FREE!
^

| family mined and optraud liner 1962 *.
VIM • AMOKAN (XTIIESS • HASTUCAKO

Limit ) Free Pockoge, Please!

BUY TWO PACKAGES AT REGULAR
PRICE, BET ONE PACKAGE, FREE!
_^/

^^

Limit I Free Pockoge, Please!

A

ADVERTISED ITEM POIICY ..EM* of thai* advonlaod idrnila IHIHIH IO b« raaa.1. IYMIH lo. »aM .n ttch KfOQOf tiara ticatf at aoac.lirali,
IHMM wi IMa ad II wo « njr. OOI ol an nMnilM M.m «a will olla. ,oo yow itolci ol • «mp.,»» Horn w.iT...I«M .alfelinjfmo Vorno
Of • loMchact wHK* will onaiM ,ou lo pwchato Iha aovwlltao Horn al Ha ocMXMod prtco wlHUn 10 oaya Only ona Mil coupon will
plad pot llowi pwchaoad COPYftlOHT INS THE KROOEP. CO OUANIIIV HIOHtS RESERVED NOME SOID TO DEALERS
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Martin Luther King honored New library policy
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Deanna Okoiti is concerned
that the University community
overlooks the importance of
Martin Luther King Jr., the
slain civil rights activist whose
holiday will be celebrated Monday at the University.
Okoiti, the director of University Minority Student Activities,
said Martin Luther King Day is
more important than President's Day, (for which classes
are not canceled), since it commemorates the leader of a

movement which still has importance.
"To say all wrongs have been
righted is false. We should still
be striving for equality," she
said. "We're talking about the
principle on which our country
was built.
"You would think people in
areas of higher education would
be concerned, since they're our
future leaders," she said. Okoiti
said equality problems exist in
housing, employment and education. She cited the recent Toledo high school controversy as
an example.

The University community
will have the opportunity to reflect on the civil rights
movement next week when special events are planned. The IMS
series of events is called "Martin Luther King, Jr. - Remembered."
THERE WILL be no activities
on Jan. 21 when classes are
canceled, but events start Jan.
23 and include the following:
Wednesday, Jan. 23
• A Civil Rights Film Festival
will be shown, featuring three
films shown simultaneously in
different areas of the Amani
Room in the Northeast Commons. The festival begins at 7
p.m. and films will be re-shown
at 8:10 p.m. The first film emphasizes King's life, the second
highlights the civil rights era,
and the third examines the personalities of the civil rights
movement.
Thursday, Jan. 24
• A panel will be held on the
"State of Civil Rights in America" at 7 p.m. in the Amani
Room. Panelists include Sophia

Quintero, president of the Toledo School Board of Education;
LeRoy Williams, president of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People: Dr. Rolando Andrade, associate professor of ethnic studies
at the University; and Dr. Antonio Buron, University associate
professor of Spanish and active
member in the Ohio Commission
on Civil Rights.
Friday, Jan. 25
• A "Freedom Concert" will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Amani
Room. University organizations
were asked to send a member to
give a short presentation remembering King, using means
such as poetry and drama.
Groups who received letters are
asked to confirm their acts this
week with the director of Minority Student Activities.
Students interested in obtaining Kins buttons should attend
the pre-Super Bowl dance in the
Northeast Commons on Jan. 19,
when buttons will be distributed.
The dance begins at 10 p.m. and
admission is $1.

requires two ID's
by Carole Hornbcrger
staff reporter

Besides stepping into the
library this semester with
pens and calculators, students will have to bring with
them two types of identification.
According to Diane Regan,
coordinator of circulation at
the Jerome library, beginning Jan. 29 students will be
required to show a validation
card and preferably a picture
ID in order to take out materials in either library.
This new policy was recently approved by the Library Administration and the
Library Advisory Committee
in an attempt to protect students against misuse of validation cards, she said.
Regan said there is a substantial number of cases
every year involving students
charged for overdue or never
returned books because
someone else used their validation card.
BECAUSE OF the new automation system for checking
out books, Regan said t is
less possible to record information which would allow
them to track down the actual
person who took the books.
Regan said the library administration takes each case
individually and tries to find

the actual person who used
the ID. If caught the person's
maximum punishment under
the BGSU Code Book for giving false identification is dismissal from the University.
If the person is not found,
she said the name on the
validation card is fined.
Regan said the new policy
is a form of protection to
University students and resources of the library and is
not more bureaucratic red

tape.

''We, (the library administration) have no intention of
making this a hassle for students,' she said.
SHE SAID the administration's major job is to protect
the resources of the library,
enabling students to borrow
them and to restock stolen
materials.
"We are conscience of the
students wanting no
hassles, "she said, "and are
willing to accommodate students without putting resources at too great of a
risk."
Regan said the library will
hold books for those students
who forget their ID or do a
comparison in the student's
validation card signature and
also placing a block on the
name of a person who lost his
ID.

Lee Levi Jeans (for girls) $21.95
All sweater vests, oxfords,
turtle necks
. $4.98 or 3 for $13.50
All belts
1/2 price
(leather, wrap, stretch, cloth)

All Twist-a-Beads 50% off

v<F-S> ft*

PUFF'S

***«
#*
&

(Wood. Fos
1.49

All woodriecklaces &
Gold Chains
1/2 off

PIZZA

^

440 E. Court St.

352-1596

Next to the Tracks

tic)

2'/2 Blocks from Downtown

THE DENIM DEN
Beer, Wine, Fine Food
Hours: Monday-Sunday 11 A.M. • 1 A.M.
Lunch Specials Daily
Carry Out ■ Eat In • Delivery

— Pizza — Thin or Thick Crust
Cheese
Each item added
Choice of Items:
onions
sausage
pepperoni
mushrooms
green peppers
ground beef
green olives
black olives

10"
3.40
.60

12"

14"

4.50
.75

5.60
.95

anchovies
ham
fresh tomatoes
salami
fresh mushrooms hot jalapeno
pineapple
peppers
sauerkraut
hot rings
Canadian bacor colby cheese
bacon bits
double cheese

— Subs — Pizza —
4"
2.50
2.75
2.75
—
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.75

7"
3.00
3.50
3.50
6.25
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.50

50 off

any 1 or more item
^,5 small PIZZA
9

f<0> 352-1596
Free Delivery
open lo 1am daily

expires 3-31*5

SUNDAY • 11 to 9 Pizza-Salad Smorgasboard $3.50
MONDAY ■ 11 to 2 Pizza-Salad Smorgasboard $3.50
4 till 8 - 2-4-1 Pizza
TUESDAY -11 to 2,5 to 9 Pizza & Salad Smorgasboard
WEDNESDAY - 11 to 9 Spaghetti w/garlic bread dinner $1.75
THURSDAY - 11 to 9 Lasagna w/garlic bread dinner $1.75
FRIDAY - 11 to 2 Pizza Salad Smorgasboard $3.50
SATURDAY - 4 to 8 2-4-1 Pizza

-SALAD-

LASAGNA or
SPAGHETTI DINNERS

Chel Salad $3.00
Vegetarian Salad $3.50
Taco Salad $3.50

Includes game bread i salad $4.25

—Soup-

10" 12"
21"
8.50 Tuber Special 4.00 6.00
5.80 7.50
9.50
Taco
9.50 Pufl Special 5.80 7.50
— Chef's Delight 7.60 9.75
8.50
Vegetarian 5.20 6.75
8.50
German
4.50 5.90
8.50
Regular
8.50 Roast Beef

Coupon Good For
c

Free Delivery-Minimum $3.00
Pizza, Subs, Soups, Salads,
Garlic Bread, Lasagna, Spaghetti,
Nachos, Burritos & Soft Drinks
- DAILY SPECIALS -

14"
7.50
9.40
9.40
12.00
8.40
7.40

varies daily
$1.50 cup
—Garlic Breadten slices $1.40
with cheese $2.00

— Burritos —
Beef $3.50 Vegetarian $3.50
nachos w/cheese $2.25
w/cheese/beef $2.75
extra items .30

r
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TEE
COPT SHOP
PRINTING & IMPRINTING
LARGE TROPHY DISPLAY
CHECK OUR PRICES

Soft Drinks .60 Six Pack $3.50
includes Coke, Sprite, Diet Coke,
Root Beer, Orange, Dr. Pepper,
Red Pop, Diet Sprite

Coupon Good For

Coupon Good For

2 FREE cokes

$1.50 OFF

w/medium 2 or more item
-fS PIZZA

*%0> 352-1596
Free Delivery
open lo 1am duly

132 N. Main
npxt Hnnr tn Finriprsn— .

expires 3-31-85

9

large 2 item or more
ff S PIZZA

9<0>

352-1596
Free Delivery

open to 1am dally

expires 3-31-85

BEER AND WINE CARRY OUT OR IN

• BUISNESS CARDS*RUBBER STAMPS
• BROCHURES ENVELOPES-N.C.R. FORMS
WEDDING STATIONARY*PLASTIC BINDING

•PHOTOCOPYINGTyping & Typesetting
Resumes-Research Popart
Data Sheets
Screen Printing*Specialty Items

352-4068
117 1. Court - Bowling Or—n
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Students teach students

Kid's art program offered
by BdhMscy
staff reporter

Art students at the University
have been given the chance to
gain teaching experience in the
Saturday Art Program, a series
of lessons given by art education
majors initiated by the School of
Art last semester.
The classes offer children,
ages 1-18, a series of art lessons
geared to creatively motivate
"The program offers unique
art experience by trying to provide alternate settings to the
regular classroom," said Tracy
Ruhlin, children's art program
director and visiting lecturer in
the School of Art.
Ruhlin said the classes attempt to enhance the children
through diverse methods, such
as listening to music, participating in question and answer sessions and field trips.
"They (the children) also
have available to them different
types of art equipment that they
wouldn't have the chance to use
at school," Ruhlin said, citing an
example of a Junior high school
student who was taught the

methods of running a printing
press.
An opportunity for parents to
interact with their children
through art is given to children
ages 1-3 in the Early Experience
with Art class, which emphasizes process-molding rather
than productivity. Ruhlin said
that the children are introduced
to different types of art media
like clay, flngernaints and
markers, which enhance their
motor control devices and
senses.
ANOTHER UNUSUAL class
offered to children ages 10-18, is
Unique Photography, Film and
Video, which offers students the
chance to make their own music
videos or become creative photographers. Designed to give the
children something they can relate to, Ruhlin saidthat the class
will also experiment with unusual techniques like photography and film-making.
"We're hoping to stress creativity through hands-on experience, learning about cultural
heritage and art in society. The
teachers are required to do
more than merely demon-

Classified workers a necessity
by Dins Horwcdd
wire editor

strate," Ruhlin said.
Pete Herman, instructor of
the Exploring Imagination class
in two-and three-dimensional
art, Peter Herman, enjoys the
program because he says his
students are anxious to learn.
"They're really great to work
with," Herman, a junior art
education major, said. "The
hardest part is when the class is
over, and I don't want to stop
(teaching). They don't want to
stop either."

Custodial work, food service and secretarial work are
necessities at the University.
Many such workers are
called classified employees
and perform a wide range of
jobs, often going unnoticed by
the University community.
Walter Montenegro, personnel assistant in the Office
of Personnel Support Services, said a classified employee is a state or civil
service employee paid by the
hour, unlike faculty and administrative staff who are
contract employees.
Unlike contract employees,
be said classified employees
come under the jurisdiction of
the Ohio Revised Code implemented by the Department of
Administrative Service.
Montenegro said the code

Offered as a support group for
severely disabled participants is
the class Discovery Through
Self-Expression, for ages 4-10.
Instructor Marie LoudenHanes, who is experienced with
art programs for disabled children, teaches the advantages of
meeting as a core unit and integrating with other classes in the
children's art program.
Ruhlin said the Saturday Art
Program has been successful,
and has further potential to
grow. "At this point, we are
offering ten classes, but we hope
the program will expand," she
said.

0 *'<

Major Topics of Discussion will be:
* Reducing Tax Liability
* IRA's, Tax Sheltered Annuities
* Tax Advantaged Investments]
* Mutual Funds
* Opportuninties of earning high rates
deferring the taxation of that amount.
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He said the rate of pay for
classified employees is the
same as those across the
state because all classified
employees fall under the jurisdiction of the Ohio Revised
Code.
This may change, however,
since the collective bargaining bill was passed in Ohio
last year, Montenegro said.
This bill will give people in
classified positions the ability
to negotiate salaries.
Montenegro said he feels
classified employee positions
at the University are comparable to similar jobs in the
private sector.
"THERE ARE exceptions,
but, for the most part, jobs
are comparable with the local
area - maybe even a little
better, since the rate of pay is
not the only thins to be concerned about," Montenegro
said.

s*

X

TAX SH
Tuesday, January 29, 1985
7:30 p.m. • 9:30 p.m.
Kaufman's at the Lodge
"Friendship Room"
1630 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio

determines the rules of classified employment. These rules
cover working hours, rates of
Ciy, vacation, advancement,
y-off and sick leave.
There are over 100 job titles
under the classification of
Ohio Civil Service jobs, and
the University has classified
employees from a wide ranee
of fields "from custodial to
psychiatry."
THE PERSONNEL Support Services Office offers
much more than job placement into classified Jobs,
Montenegro said.
"We provide a whole range
of services besides the hiring
... We provide the payroll
service, counseling, direction
for people who want or need
it, insurances and career development," he said.
"We take them all the way
through until they quit or
retire." Montenegro said.
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KIPS

THURSDAY IS. . .
COLLEGE NIGHT
Reynolds at Heatherdowns 867-9123

Secor at Sylvania 473-0662

Open Seven Days A Week!

TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

PRESENT THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION

To register for this valuable workshop, please call Lutheran
Brotherhood at (419) 354-3597 by January 23, 19831 (Limited
Seating Available) (There is no cost or oblication to you.)
'Sponsored by Lutheran Brotherhood Representatives' Paul Banmann and Roger Selm

Not valid Friday or Saturday

Expires: 2/16/85
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the Student
Book Exchange
THE STAFF AT SBX WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME BACK ALL
STUDENTS & FACULTY OF B.G.S.U. FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
AND WE HOPE YOUR HOLIDAYS WERE ENJOYABLE. YOU WILL
FIND THE STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE HAS BEEN EXPANDED BY
2000 SQ. FT. OF NEW FLOOR SPACE TO ACCOMMODATE A WIDER
SELECTION OF BOOKS & MERCHANDISE FOR YOUR ADDED
CONVENIENCE.
NEW AND USED TEXTS plus
COMPLETE LINE OF SUPPLIES plus
OPEN WED. 8-8:00!
MASCOTS AND SWEATSHIRTS
REGULAR HRS.
MON-FRI 9-5:30
OPcN MON 1/21

STILL PAYING TOP PRICES FOR CURRENT USED BOOKS

Our Guarantee: Any required text purchased at the SBX may be
returned for a full refund within 10 days from the start of classes.

See You At The SBX!
Extended hours for rush - 353-7732 or 352-0215
530 E. WOOSTER
«i«»^

VISA

MASTERCARD

<y
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Pair protest move,
Robbers caught while living it up refuse to enter plea
that perhaps there was a comment made by someone working
in the bank about their being
gay," Tannery said.
In addition to federal charges
filed Monday against Neill and
Johnson, the pair will face state
murder charges, according to
Tannery, who said he would
seek the death penalty when
they come to trial.
In the federal complaint filed
in Lawton. the FBI charged
Neill with bank robbery resulting in death and Johnson with
aiding and abetting in a bank
robbery resulting in death.
UJS. Magistrate Wayne Brazil
in San Francisco ordered the
two held without bail and set
Dec. 27 for a preliminary hearing.
r
'We had information that they

GERONIMO, Okla. (AP) Two suspects in a bank robbery
in which four people were shot
dead were arrested Monday at a
San Francisco hotel where they
were "living it up," the FBI
said, while residents of this tiny
community gathered for the funerals of three of the victims.
San Francisco agents arrested
Jay Wesley Neill, 19. and Robert
Grady Johnson, 22, both of Lawton, said Tony Daniels, special
agent in charge of the FBI in
Oklahoma City.
The slayings may have resulted from a comment a bank
employee may have made several days before the robbery that
the two men were homosexual,
said Comanche County District
Attorney Dick Tannery.
"I have received information

had traveled to San Francisco,"
Daniels said at a news conference in Lawton.
A car believed used in the
getaway from the bank was
found at the Lawton airport Sunday, he said. A knife was found
in the car and another turned up
at the bank, but no gun has been
found, Daniels said.
In San Francisco, cash,
money wrappers and money
bags were found in the room the
two occupied at the Holiday Inn
on Union Square, according to
an affidavit filed Monday in
federal court there. The affidavit did not specify how much
money was found.
The affidavit also said two $50
bills paid to a limousine driver
were identical to two of the 16

r
JANUARY
1S85

JviEJbAV

LIVE MUSIC
NO COVER
OPEN 3«5 DAYS

iw MaMi

CINCINNATI (AP) - Former fugitives Alton Coleman
and Deora Brown refused to
enter pleas Tuesday in one of
two Cincinnati-area slayings.
and lawyers said the refusal
was part of the pair's protest
of their transfer from federal
custody.
Coleman and Ms. Brown,
who now claim to be married,
declined to enter pleas at
their arraignment on state
charges that they fatally beat
Marlene Walters of suburban
Norwood last July 13, injured
her husband, Harry, ana stole
the victims' car.
Hamilton County Common
Pleas Judge Richard Niehaus
subsequently entered pleas of
innocent for Coleman and
Brown and scheduled a pretrial conference of lawyers in
the case for Jan. 29. The
judge then ordered Coleman,

28, and Brown, 22, both of
Waukegan, 111., returned to
the Cincinnati jail cells where
they are being confined without bond.
The pair are charged with,
or are under investigation
for, a series of killings, beatings and abductions in the
Midwest. They face murder
charges in Lake County, Ind.,
and Toledo, Ohio.
COLEMAN AND Brown
were sentenced Jan. 7 in Dayton, Ohio, to 20 years each In
federal prison for their guilty
Eleas to charges that they
idnapped Kentucky college
Professor Oline Carmical Jr.
Carmical was found unharmed in a car trunk in
Dayton last July 17, a day
after his abduction from Lexington, Ky.
Coleman and Brown then
faced with murder charges.

CLUB
H
■ WOKW.V '

SUHWf

f50 "bait bills" taken in the $17,000 robbery.
Robert S. Gast IL special
agent in charge of the FBI in San
Francisco, said at a West Coast
news conference that 10 special
agents arrested the men outside
their hotel room Monday.
To lure them out, an agent
called into the room and identified himself "under a false pretense ... in order to get them
into custody with a minimal
chance of shots being fired,"
Gast said,
one tried to run away, Gast said.
The pair was "living it up" in
San Francisco, "shopping for
clothes." he added.
Limousine chauffeur J.J. McDonagh told FBI agents a man
who identified himself as Jim
Neill paid him $200 Saturday to
take Neill and another man to
the Holiday Inn and for sightseeing and shopping around San
Francisco, the affidavit said.
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!!
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Come in and see us
about a summer
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Cooperative Education Program

^YoVWILD A's

222 Administration Blag.

372-2451

*10 N. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
PH. («•) SSt-MSl
THE AREA'S FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT THUR, FRI, SAT.

HOURS: SUN. t>00-t>SO

MON. SAT

NOON-MO
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EVERYTHING FOR LESS AT
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BUYOUTS! LIQUIDATIONS! CLOSEOUTS! OVERSTOCKS!

SAVE 30% TO 70% AND MORE
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Back to college means more than |ust books. There s the dorm room
to fix up or ,m apartment to furnish The car has to be kept runninq
through one more term Plus all those personal items you forgot. At
Big and Small Lots were waiting to help with rock bottom, student
size prices on everything from Health and Beauty Aids tn Automotive,
items. Come on in and check us out and

Welcome Back B.G.S.U.!
DUE TO THE NATURE OF OUR BUSINESS QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED

ASSORTED
ALUMINUM
SKILLETS
WITH SLVERSTOME'
E**y to clMn, premium
non-itick Interior turlac*
ChooM from IIUM gour
m«r.f«vorHw«!ZM

MAGNETIZED

Hours Mon
bun
SALE Wed
Sal

VINYL

• S,il 9-9
11b
. Aug.' 29 thru
Sept 1. 1981

818 S. Main, B.G
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Inconsistency drops Falcon icers in CCHA standings

/TC7 by Sieve Qulnn
/ _V

,;» . assistant sports editor
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Soviets
are
super
RICHFIELD - From the
moment Bowline Green and
Spartak began playing it
was pretty obvious who had
the best team. That's why I
wasn't surprised to see the
Spartak team win, !M.
In the first period alone,
considered the Soviets'
worst of the three because
they only scored once,
Spartak took a total of 23
snots, foreingGary Kruzich
to stop nine. Four of the
shots were stopped courtesy
of the net's pipe or crossbar.
Of course. BG was not the
only team that lost to
Spartak during the Soviet
team's eight-game tour in
the United States.
OTHER TEAMS falling to
Spartak included. Western
Michigan, 5-3 and 6-3,
Wisconsin, 7-3 and what
many college coaches
consider the nation's top
team, Minnesota, 5-3.
In comparing BG to other
teams played, Spartak head
coach Yevengev Zimin said,
"the Bowling Green team is
in the middle of the league,
maybe a little weaker. The
most exciting game we
played was in Battle Creek,
(Mich.) against Western
Michigan?'
One reason for the
domination lies in the
experience of the Spartak
team. Eight of the players
dressed tor the game were
at least 29 years old.
FORWARD VICTOR
Shalimov, 33, had played 523
games for the Spartak team
before the tour and his
experience showed as he
notched a goal and four
assists. He was eventually
named Spartak's player-ofthe-game.
Sergei Shepelev, 29, who
played 402 games with
Spartak, recorded three
goals and an assist against
the Falcons.
Chances are, players like
Shalimov and Shepelev
began playing for Spartak
when some of BG's
freshmen were still wearing
their first pair of skates.
However, by Soviet
standards, the Spartak
team is relatively young as
they are ranked seventh
among amateur (?) teams
in the Soviet Union.
IF THIS is a young team,
what does that make BG or
the other college teams?
Infants?
According to BG
goaltender Gary Kruzich,
Spartak's experience was
obvious from the game's
start. Kruzich was one of
two Falcons who have
played international hockey
against European teams,
Doug Claggett being the
other.
"You can tell those guys
are experienced," Kruzich
said. 'The type of play they
showed compared to the
type of play I thought they
would snow was two steps
above. I didn't know if they
were going to shoot or hold
the puck. They did
something different
everytime."
"They did a lot of
wheeling and dealing,"
Claggett said. "It was a fun
experience. It opened us up
to a different style of
THE "WHEELING and
dealing" Claggett moke of
could be found In Spartak s
crisp passing and smooth
skating. The players always
seemed to know where each
other was when being
pressured by a BG player,
and managed to dish the
puck off to a teammate.
They constantly skated in
BG's defensive zone and
created numerous scoring
opportunities.
"These are some of the
world's best players," BG
head coach Jerry York said.
"I wish number 12 and 23
(Shepelev and Shalimov)
could stay with us. They
could put on a clinic.
"It was a great
experience for us
culturally,'' he said.
"Technically we learned
some ideas from them. I'd
like to do it every year."

by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

Inconsistency still plagues
Bowling Green's hockey team.
After a five game winning
streak, the Falcons shared second place with Lake Superior in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.

Despite inconsistency, they
currently hold the third place
spot with a 12-10 CCHA record.
They split series with Ferris
State, 4-3 and 3-5, LSSC, 4-5 In
overtime and 9-1, and most recently Michigan, 9-4 and 6-8 in a
home-and-home format.
In non-conference action, BG
dropped decisions to Michigan
State, 3-1 and UM, 12-6 in the

Great Lakes Invitational, and
lost, 9-4 in an exhibition cgame
to Spartak of the Soviet Union at
Richfield Colesium.
BG ALSO LOST the services
of defensemen Martin Foy and
Brian McKee and forward Mike
McCullough for the season. Foy,
originally a walk-on, left school
for financial reasons, and McCullough opted to return home to

play Major Junior A hockey.
McKee suffered an injury to
bis right knee in last Saturday's
game against UM while colliding with Brad McGaughey in the
second period. The freshman
underwent surgery yesterday,
to repair ligaments
"We were hoping it was cartiledge," York said. "When they
(doctors) went in, they found out

MB".
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Jamie Wansborough struggles with Spartak defender Vyacheslav Anisln during the Falcons' contest with the Soviet touring team. BG lost
9-4.

it was more than that."
The the loss of another defenseman has forced York to
move Iain Duncan from left
wing, which he played over the
last few series, back to defense.
MCKEE'S ABSENCE, and
the departure of Foy and McCullough leaves York with only 19
players to dress when he would
normally dress 20.
Duncan did see spot duty on
the blueline when McKee left the
UMgame.
Look for Scott Bylsma to
dress regularly with the personnel changes. Bylsma has seen
spot action in five regular season games, and in the Spartak
game.
"Right now we are thinner in
personnel," York said. "We
won't be able to handle more
injuries. We are keeping our
head above water. It's been
Suite a race in our league with
w exception of Michigan
State."
MSU IS IN first place with a
19-3 record for 38 points, 10
points ahead of LSSC. It's last
loss, a 4-3 setback to BG, dates
back to Nov. 24.
The rest of the conference
race is still tight with four points
separating second and third
place, and third and fourth
place.
Depending on when CCHA
teams play their non-conference
series, 10 or 12 conference
games remain to be played.
Offensively, the Falcons have
had little trouble putting the
puck the net. Over the last nine
games they have averaged five
goals per game, and since returning to CCHA play, have averaged seven goals per game.
However, defensively BG has
also had its problems, accountins for the inconsistency and
split series on a regular basis.
"We want to put a scoring
streak together, York said.
"January and February are key
months. Our first goal is to make
the (CCHA) playoffs. Next we
want to get home ice (in the
playoffs).
THE TOP FOUR teams will
host the first round with the
winner Qualifying for the semifinals at Joe Louis Arena in
Detroit. With 10 CCHA games
remaining, the schedule favors
• See tteckey, page 12

Basketball

BG ends losing streak, beat Chips
by Mate Delph
sports editor
Like a sudden downpour in
the Mojave Desert, Bowling
Green ended one of its worst
droughts in recent memory.
After losing six in a row the
Falcons posted a 66-58 win over
Central Michigan last night in
Anderson Arena on the SportsTime television game of the
week.
,
And like the aftermath of a
rain in the Mojave, last night's
game was sloppy.
"I guess when the ninth place
team plays the 10th place team,
you're going to get sloppy play,'
BG coach John Weinert said.
But Weinert was glad the losing streak was o 'er.
''It seems like ve haven't won
in 60 years, not six games," he
said.
The contest was close the maSority of the evening until senior
:eith Taylor began to hit his
famous perimeter shot. Taylor
scored 17 of his game-high 25 in
the second half, mostly in the
final stretch off of clutch free
throws, to be named player of
the game.
"When you get a lead and a
little loose, the basket gets bigger." CMU coach Dick Parfitt
said. "He (Taylor) just filled the
hole."
WEINERT ALSO added a few
player-of-the-game nominations
"I thought an unsung hero
down the stretch was Bob
Nass," Weinert said. "He got his
hand on the ball a lot."
The 6-7 forward had nine rebounds to go with his eight
points.
"I was proud of our freshmen," he continued. "They're a
young group of kids, they're fun
to coach, but they needed the
win."
The freshmen trio of Anthony
Robinson, Steve Martenet (both
starters), and James Tyler combined for 27 points. Robinson led
the way with 14.
The game was close all the
way until the 10:38 mark when
Taylor grabbed the rebound of
his own shot and sank a six-

footer from within the paint for a
43-41 score. The Falcons never
trailed the rest of the night.
Nass followed with a reboundand-in shot of his own for a fourpoint, 45-41 lead.
The Falcons carried the momentum the rest of the way and
built the lead to 61-50 with just
over one minute to play when
Taylor found Robinson wide
open under the bucket, thanks to
desparation full-court pressing
by the Chippewas. Robinson
slammed home a two-handed

dunk to liven the unusually quit
crowd and maybe grab the attention of those unfortunates
watching at home.
Parfitt wasn't impressed with
either team last night and
wasn't afraid to say so.
"This certainly was one of the
more winable road game that
I've seen," he said. "I didn't
think things went well at the half
and the score was tied (29-29).
Both teams were sputtering, but
they got it in gear when they got
the lead. This was one of our

worst losses of the year."
The first half was a barrage of
ties and small leads with CMU
holding the biggest at 12-8. The
Falcons tied it a 14-all when
Robinson grabbed an offensive
rebound and put it in. BG took
the lead at 16-14 on a 16-foot
jumper by Taylor.
The Falcons held Chippewa
star - or he held himself via a
bad night - Derek Boldon to a
five-of-12 night from the field as
he ended up with only 12 points.
"I don't know when I've seen

Derek have a game like that,"
Parfitt said. ''Everything he
was trying to do backfired.
"I'm not saying it was a good
basketball game, Weinert said.
"I'm just glad we won."
The Falcons evened their record to 7-7 overall and 1-4 in the
league. CMU Joins BG in the
MAC cellar with a 1-4 mark, M
overall.
BG travels to Kalamazoo,
Mich, to face Western Michigan
Saturday.

Bowling Green guard Keith Taylor (24) knocks down a Peter Lambropoulos- p*ss pass while Falcon Brian Miller (left) defends.
The Falcons dumped the Chippewas. 66-58. last night th Anderson Arena.
BG News/Phil Mastuno
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Losing skid spoils cagers' break
by Marc Ddph
sports editor

When coach John Weinert described the Mid-American Conference lid-lifter against Kent
State as "one of our worst
games, and the worst in (Anderson Arena)," he was oblivious to
the fact that his basketball team
was going to give at least three
more like in the next two weeks.
The Falcons had an impressive 6-1 record, lost two at the
Rochester Classic and their first
four MAC games for a 8-7 mark
(before last night's game
against Central Michigan) and a
six-game losing streak; the
longest since 1977-78 when they
lost eight in a row.
Kent State 88, BG M
PHOTO/Jlm Sakola

Bob Mass defends a Miami player in one of BG's six losses over break.

Soup and Salads^

For those at this game who
thought it was cold because
someone left the door open, well,

^\

SUPERLUNCH!
Monday through Saturday 11 a.m. —4 p.m.

&REDKEN
HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

2

The World's Biggest, C*T*dQ
Best Salad Buffet." * *

it wasn't. It was BG's chilly 38
percent Held goal shooting.
Falcon Keith Taylor, who was
leading the team in with an
average of over 20 points per
game was the abommale snow
man, connecting on only four of
his 19 field goal attempts.
On the Dip aide, Kent's Anthony Grier and Larry Robbins
were unstoppable, scoring 20
and 16 points apiece, respectively.
To Taylor's credit, Robbins
man-to-man defensed him to
death and eventually fouled out
of the game.
"Kent has great balance,
great outside shooting, and even
though we did not play very
well, they deserve a lot of
credit," Weinert said after the
game. "They were picked fourth
in the league and I would not be
surprised if they finish higher."
Ball State 81, BG $7
The Cardinals established
themselves as a team to be
reckoned with in the MAC this
season and the reason is one
man - Dan Palombizio.
Palombizio, a 6-8 transfer
from Purdue, scored 30 points
against BG, but that output was

FOR
HAIR
You CAN
FLAUNT...

TUMA*

The all-you-can-eat World's Biggest. Best Salad
Buffet includes over 50 of your favorite items •
even hot soup. What a lunch, just $2.49!

Daily 8-8; Sal. 8-6
Sun. 10-5

WEDNESDAY ONLY

^mx

352-0461

20%
on .ill

REDKEN
I'KODl ( is

BOWLING GREEN
832S S. Main
(Next to Lane Drugs)
352-9763

wwfcSSH

HAIR FASHIONS

INSIDE ONLY

352-3551

SAVE

NO APPOINTMENTS —
JUST WALK IN!

Bowling Green:
1544 E. Wooster Street

\

PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9:00
with beverage purchase

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE, ANYWAY!
Come lo Fiesta and let us prescribe a complete Redken" hair
care program specially made for
your type of hair. Sale priced
through January 31.

only three more than his nationleading 27-point average. He
also collected as many rebounds
(16) as the Falcons had the
entire evening as BSU out-rebounded BG 37-16.
Taylor was back in form to
lead the Falcons with 20 points
and freshman Anthony Robinson added 16. Forward Bob
Nass, starting in his first collegiate game, added 12.
Miami 5«, BG 50
Last season, Miami sophomore sensation Eton Harper was
the difference in the Redskins'
81-80 win over BG in Anderson
Arena. Weinert said "be did
everything but paint the gym,"
about the all-MAC forward.
This year he brought his
brush and pail and painted Miami a 56-50 win, scoring 27 points
and adding nine rebounds.
Taylor, again, cooled down to
three-of-15 from the floor. Robinson, who has been the only
consistent Falcon player, was
BG's leading scorer with 17
points and nine rebounds.
To top it all off, center Mike
Maleske suffered a season-ending knee injury while trying to
prevent a Harper fast-break
layup.
• See Basketball, page 13
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Schipper, Kosmerl lead BG in
gymnasts' victory over KSCI

"Jta^,.—•

by Karl Smith
sports reporter
Bowling Green's gymnastics
team opened the Mid-American
Conference season with a convincing 168.95-161.90 victory Saturday over defending MAC
champ Kent State.
The win evened BG's record at
1-1, but according to head coach
Charles Simpson, the Falcons
performed better in an earlier
loss to Michigan State than
against KSU.
"We were a little rough in
spots and we weren't as polished
as we were against Michigan
State, but that will come," Simpson said.
Despite the rough spots, Simpson said he felt the meet was
important.
Overall, we performed well.
It was our first MAC meet and
also the first time we could
gauge our progress since we
were both coming back from
Christmas break, he said. "We

had two weeks of hard work and
evidently Kent isn't as far as we
are at this point."
Sophomore Tiffany Kosmerl
and Leslie Schipper, the team's
only senior, paced the Falcon
tumblers with strong outings.
KOSMERL TOOK top honors
on the balance beam (8.8) and
floor exercise (9.2) en route to a
first in the all-around competition. Schipper tied for first in the
vault (8.65) and won the uneven
bars (9.05).
According to Simpson, strong
outings from Kosmerl and
Schipper will be counted on to
help offset the loss of Julie
Bender. Bender, who graduated
last spring, all but rewrote BG's
record book.
"Losing Julie Bender not only
hurt our scoring, but also our
leadership. We have a young
team with only one senior and
one junior," Simpson said.
"Kosmerl has the potential to
take Julie's spot and Leslie's
coming along very well. Once
she (Schipper) gets her beam

MILTON'S

1

Bowling Green's Party Place

. *G

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Tiffany Kosmerl competes on the uneven bars In the Falcons' contest
with Kent State. Kosmerl helped BG beat the defending MAC champs.

WINTER CLEARANCE
20-50% OFF
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge 352-8333
Open 10-8 M-Thurs., 10-5:30 Fri & Sat
12-5 Sunday

Phi Gamma Delta Proudly Announces 1
our new officers for 1985
President:
Treasurer:
Recording Sec:
Corresponding
Secretary:
Historian:

Scott Snyder
Dean Taylor
Ric Foster
DaveMeerdink
Buddy Butter

And THANKS our 1984 officers
President:
Treasurer:

Dale McCarty
Paul Eilerman
Bob Caccimelio
Dan Morrow
John Reedy

Recording Sec:
Corresponding SecHistorian:

\^>hle H<)mai|ls
ENJOY THIS FABULOUS SAVINGS
ON; ^DINE-IN OR CARRY-OUT!

•5/te^rw

P::Z Z A

GREAT / GREAT
PIZZAS / PRICE
TWO
10" TWO
12"
(with cheese)
(with cheese)
99

£

-OR-

TWO
14'
(with cheese)

8?9

WE DELIVER!
ANY PIZZAS OTHER THAN OUR TWO-FERS PIZZA
Daily S p.m.-1:30 a.m.

ri.ll* IS HALF FOR 2 fOl PONfc

•1.00 OFF

Any Delivered Medium Pizza
—OR«
5

FREE ORDERW
BREADSTICKS

Wlih any (HirthaM Limit 1 per twtomer per visit.
Not valid with other rauoon or AKOUHI ©Here.

EXPIRES:l/27/85

*bbkHpitui*

"354-3935

•2.00.OFF

Any Delivered Large Pizza
Valid on delivery only. Not valid
with other coupons or discounts.
, EXPIRES: 1/27/15
Noble Homei*.
*«<

300 E. Wooster St.

MISS B.G.S.U.
NITE
FEATURING

PROOF
OF
UTAH

down, she'll really help us out on
the all-around."
Injuries sidelined sophomore
EUen DiCola and hampered Junior Shelley Stalev against KSU.
Nagging injuries held Staley to a
second on the floor exercise
(8.8).
"Shelley had a rough time,
Simpson said, "she's been having trouble with illness and injuries." .
FALCON FRESHMEN helped
fill the scoring void as Kris
Byerly captured seconds in the
all-around (33.65) and uneven
bars (8.7) while Lisa Shulman's
8.2 garnered her second in the
balance beam.
"Kris is a walk-on from Michigan and she's competing at the
college level with a lot of inexperience." Simpson said. "But
she's making a lot of im-

provement and she's helping us
out on the all-around."
Simpson also said that despite
his team being young and inexperienced, they are talented
and, with experience, will have
a lot of depth.
Even though the meet featured the MAC's top two teams
of the last four years, Simpson
doesn't want to lull his team into
a false sense of security.
"Kent, BG, Western Michigan
and Northern Illinois will all be
pushing for the top spot this
year, and right now, Northern
has got to be the odds-on favorite
to win it. They've improved a
lot," Simpson said. ''It's not
going to be a two team race like
it has been in the past."
The Falcons host Clarion State
(Pa.) in non-conference action
Saturday at 1 p.m. in Eppler
North.

COLD FACTS
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Hockey
(Continued from page 9)

BG News/Phil Masturzo

the Falcons as they host six
games plus two non-conference
games with St. Lawrence.
York said despite the teams's
inconsistency, he is still not
completely displeased.
"If at the beginning of the
season people asked where BG
would be in January, with all we
were losing. . . I think a lot of
teams thought it would be their
turn to beat up on us," York
said. "You nave to credit the
players. I'm really proud of the
work ethic. We have nothing to
be ashamed of."
The Falcons continue their
quest for a spot in the top four
Friday when they play Ohio
State in a home-and-home series. They will travel to Columbus for Friday's game, then
return home to complete the
series.
In the first series this season,
each team won one, OSU winning, 7-3 and BG salvaging a
split, M.

Gory Kruzich (right) disposes of a Soviet attacker in the Falcon's game against Spartak.
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Bowline Green's women's basketball team, under first-year
head coach Fran Voll, upset
Central Michigan, 58-41, halting
the Chippewas' 26-game MidAmerican Conference winning
streak last night at Anderson
Arena.
"Our kids have a lot to be
proud of," Voll said. "Everybody contributed and everybody
helped out to win the game."
A key for the Falcons was a
45-37 rebounding advantage
over the Chippewas. Joelyn
Shoup led BG with 17 boards,
tying her season high. Rhonda
Moore added eight rebounds.
"Joelyn is one of the best
centers in the MAC," Voll said.
"She really establishes herself
under the boards."
The Falcons, now 6-6 overall
and 3-2 in the MAC, took a 23-16
first-half advantage behind six
Blints by Dina Jerinic and
oore. Betsy Yonkman scored
six points for Central Michigan.
The Chippewas made only six of
their 22 shots in the first half and
the Falcons converted 11 d 36.
"The bottom fell out for us in
the first half," Central Michigan
coach Donita Davenport said.
"We really played bad."

The Chippewas, behind the
scoring of Yonkman, closed the
Falcons' margin to 47-35 with
2:42 left, causing Voll to take a
time-out. Following the timeout, Jerinic hit two free throws
to give BG some breathing
room.
The rest of the game was
decided at the foul line, with
Charlene Parrish coming off the
BG bench to hit six free throws
in the last two minutes as the
Falcons held off the Chippewas.
"I knew Bowling Green would
be tough," Davenport said. "We
were well-prepared, but Bowline Green just played a great
ball game.
"Most of the time we had five
players doing three different
things at once," she added.
"Were lucky we only lost by 17
points."
A full-court zone press employed by the Falcons also threw
the Chippewas out of sync. "We
took them out of their offense
with the zone press," Voll said.
"The tempo was in our direction
and it was a typical situation
where we got the edge."
Leading the way for the Falcons were Brown and Jerinic
with 12 points each. Moore and
Parrish added also 10 points
apiece for BG. As a team, the
Falcons made 20 of 57 floor shots
for 35 percent.
Yonkman was the only Chippewa in double figuires with 19
points. CMU hit 14 of 50 field
goals for 28 percent. Yonkman
also added seven boards.
"I was especially happy with
our play off the bench, Voll
said.
"We were really out to lunch
tonight," Davenport said.

LOCATION

Monday and Wrilnt-sdj*

VIllOM

by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

BG TOOK command in the
second half, scoring the first
four points on buckets by Dawn
Brown and Moore, to take a 27-16
lead. The Chippewas, now 7-7
overall and 4-1 in conference
play, were stunned by BG's
early surge and fell behind as
many as 19 points, 42-23, with
7:12 remaining in the game.

SPRING FITNESS PROGRAM
FIT-FOR-ALL AEROBICS
DAYS

BG ends Chips
22-game streak
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AUDITIONS

Wei((hl Room

luesdjy and Ihursday

MUSICIANS J~] PERFORMERS

K

Registration 1 2 30 3 30
Berenstain Bear and Seoul Interviews 12 30
Auditions begin at 1 00 (except Sandusky)
Mon . Jan 14

LAST CHANCE
FOR SENIORS

Tues. Jan IS
Wed. Jan 16
Thurs. Jan 17
Sat. Jan 19
Mon Jan 21

Tues Jan 22
Thurs Jan 24
Fn . Jan 25
Sat. Jan 26

By popular demand, Varden
Studios is back on campus for a final
senior portrait session January 22February 1.
Call 372-0086 for an appointment.
Capture yourself for friends, relatives, prospective
employers, and get in the 1985 Key yearbook.
VVVVUUUUX

'''',M*''Ik''***A«<kVAA<k*AAAliliTAX^'irAAA
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Columbus Ohio
Ohio State University Drake Union
Dayton. Ohio
Ramada Inn North 4079 Little York Road
Indianapolis IN
Butler University Atherton Center
Bloomington. IN
Indiana University Union. Solarium
Bowling Green Ohio
BCSU University Union. Ballroom
Hudson. Ohio
Holiday Inn of Akron/Cleveland
Rt 8 at Tpk Exit 12
Pittsburgh PA
University Inn Forbes at McKee Place
Kalamaioo Ml
Western Michigan University Dalton Center
Ann Arbor Ml
University of Michigan Michigan Union
Sandusky Ohio
Cedar Point Employee Visitor Center
Sandusky only Registration 9 30 a m 2 30 p m
Auditions begin at 10 00 a m

TECHNICIANS
Interviews at Cedar Point only Friday, February
8 and Monday. February 11. Send resumes
now Call for appointment after February 1.
For *urther information contact
LIVE SHOW AUDITIONS Cedar Point
ON. 5006. Sandusky. Ohio 44870
(419)627 2388
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Weinert's early season dreams are now midseason nightmares
While many students were sad
to see Christmas break come to
a close, there was one group
which was elated with Its
ending.
This group was the Falcon
basketball team.

In his dreams prior to
Christmas break, BG coach
John Weinert had visions of an
NCAA championship dancing in

his bead as the Falcons shocked
the basketball world by winning
six of its first seven games.
But during the break, the
Falcons had about as much
success winning a game as an
igloo-maker in the Bahamas.
BG lost six straight games
including four against MidAmerican Conference teams.
Now Weinert spends sleepless
nights worrying about the
chances of his team finishing in
the MAC cellar. That's an
anxiety no dose of Sominex can
cure.
"If my Christmas break would
have been a thousand percent
better it might have been
rotten," Weinert said. "It's was
about the worst three weeks oil

Basketball

(Continued from page 10)
Ohio 79, BG 57

•

Ohio's burly 6-7 forward Vic
Alexander was listed as questionable for this game, but the
only question was how many
ways he could bury BG.
Alexander scored 21 points
and added 13 rebounds.
"We heard he was hurt," Weinert said, "but Bowling Green is
the Blue Cross-Blue Shield of the
league. No matter who's hurt,
they're healthy all of the sudden
when they play Bowling Green.
They heal up quick when we're
coming to town."
Robert Tatum added 22 points
to the Bobcat effort.

ray coaching career."
NOW THAT the break has
ended, Weinert must find an
answer to the perplexing
question of how things that were
so good got so bad.
During the six game skid, all
phases of BG's game have been
erratic. Both Weinert and his
players have agreed.
"Right now I think our
problem is team consistency,"
guard Keith Taylor said. "One
game we'll shoot well and
rebound poorly. The next game
it will be just the opposite. Or
well play a good first half and a
lousy second half. It's really
been frustrating."
Taylor hit the nail on the head.
What has been BG's strength in

I has been its demise in
In the Falcons' 81-67 loss to
Ball State, BG shot a solid 58
percent from the field. In their
next game against Miami, BG
registered a lowly 32 percent.
Team rebounding, which has
always been a Falcon sore spot,
has also been inconsistent.
Against Duquesne, BG
outrebounded the Dukes 29-24,
only to be embarrassed on the
boards by Ball State, which
eined a decisive 36-16 margin,
fact, the Cardinials' Dan
Palombizio, the nation's leading
scorer, single-handedly equaled
BG's rebounding total.
Not only has the shooting and

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302
•

Anytime

rebound been shaky, but lately
BG's ball handling skills have
become suspect.
When the Falcons were
winning, they passed well and
committed few turnovers. Such
hasn't been the case in the past
six games as BG has averaged
nearly 15 giveaways a game.
When a team is struggling like BG - it seems theDreaks
never go its way. The crucial
baskets and big plays which
sparked the Falcons' earlyseason success have been absent
throughout the losing spell.
Even the simple things become
tough.
Against Kent State, BG
missed uncontested lay-ups in
the first quarter, so instead of

trailing 12-10, the Flashes lead
12-2.
And as the losses have piled
up, the Falcons' confidence level
deteriorated. Probably the
worst thing which could happen
to a young team.
WEINERT ALSO has the
misfortune of having a
rebuilding year, in a season in
which eight teams are in the
hunt for the league
championship, including
surprising Western Michigan
ana Northern Illinois.
In the face of all this adversity
the Falcons must pick up the
pieces of their shattered season
and pull together. If not, they,
like the igloo maker, will drown
in a puddle of their own failures.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
FALL SEMESTER

••••••••••••

• Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores,
and town.
• Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
• Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
• On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities.
• All utilities paid except lights
VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
505 Clough, Suite B15
(next lo Sterling & Dorsey's)

*Heat
*Cable

*Water
*Trash Removal
All included

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

SCUBA
•TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)
•FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES
•FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPUES. EQUIPMENT USAGE. AND AIR FILLS

HURRY UP

•OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

SPRING

sign up or call the
REC CENTER

372-2711

SALE

Quantity
Rights
Reserved

Prices Good
Jan. 14-19,
1985 Only

Hours: 7 a.m. 11 p.m. Daily

Thinking about a sandwich?

STERLING

COKE,
DIET COKE,
MELLOYELLU;
SPRITE, TAB

BREAD
20 OZ. LOAF

Choose from five great big Rax. sandwiches:
•CHICKEN •TURKEY BACON CLUB
• BIG RAX «BEEF, BACON & CHEDDAR (BBC™
• PHILLY BEEF 'N CHEESE™

I
I
I
I

Now think

504 <*!

50C* off your choice of any
a
Rax Big Sandwich::Blg
Big Rax.
BBC™, Philly Beef'N Cheese™,
Turkey Bacon Club. Chicken.
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irfwi

I
I
I

/88

8 PACK
RETURNABLE

SUB
SANDWICH

1

$139

■'ft STERLING TiE.
jy ICECREAM |y

RESTAURANTS

Now think

50C.fn a
50C• off your choice of any
Rax Big Sandwich: Big f
Rax,
BBC™. Philly Beef'N Cheese™,
Turkey Bacon Club, Chicken.

1006 N. Main
at Poe Rd.
Bowling Green
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STERLING

115 RAILROAD ST., BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
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Elsewhere
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Power shut-off leads to custody loss
ney for Mrs. Gels. "With the
volunteers we've had, I'm sure
they will be able to pay."

WILLOUGHBY, Ohio (AP) People offered monev Tuesday
to help a northeast Ohio woman
regain custody of her six children, placed in foster homes
because she couldn't pay an
overdue electric bill.

The Lake County Department
of Human Services put the children of Mrs. Geis and her husband, Lawrence, in foster homes
on Friday, when the Geises were
Meanwhile, the power com- unable to come up with $702 to
pany that shut off Peggy Geis' have their electricity service
service promised to restore it by restored. Mrs. Geis receives
Wednesday if she pays part of $489 a month in Aid to Families
with Dependent Children.
the amount she owes.
The couple, who are sepa"I've received a lot of calls at
my office today from people rated, said welfare officials told
offering assistance financially," them they were taking the chilsaid Linda D. Cooper, an attor- dren because the house could not

properly be heated without electricity. However, the Geises contend the home was adequately
heated with a kerosene heater
and a fireplace. The children,
ages 1 to 11, had been living with
Mrs. Geis.

"Our goal is that nobody go
through the winter without electricity," said CEI spokesman J.
Lee Bailey. "When we learned
of the special nature of this case,
we initiated a call to the welfare
department"

THERESE RYAN, administrator of the Department of Human Services, would not discuss
the case Tuesday. She said all
department cases are confiden-

Ms. Cooper said she was waiting Tuesday for a commitment
from welfare officials to return
the children.

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. officials said they were
willing to help resolve the overdue bill problem.

"CEI is willing to work with
these people," she said. "They
had to come up with some portion of the bill/'
Bailey said CEI now wants
Mrs. Geis to come up with $380.

News
Briefs
Riots touched off by gas prices]
KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) -Riots touched off by sharp price
increases for gasoline and propane gas paralyzed the country
Tuesday, and demonstrators blocked roads and set fire to piles of
tires. Police reported two dead.
Businesses, schools and government offices were closed,
domestic flights grounded and the opening session of Parliament
was cancelled.

Ordinance reveals toxic items
CANTON (AP) - The city now has a right-to-know ordinance
requiring employers to let workers know about toxic materials in
the workplace.
The ordinance charges the city Fire Department with determining, through inspections, what hazardous chemicals a business is using.
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TO's
Campus Corner
BE SURE YOU DON'T FORGET!

CLOSE BY FOR YOUR EVERYDAY NEEDS
902 E. WOOSTER 352-3365
(Across from Kohl Hall)

TITHIIIIII
AUDITIONS
Singers/dancers,
instrumentalists (Piano,
bass, drums, guitar, trumpet only)
Amusement parks, cruisel
ships, musical shows.
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See your Josten's representative

University Bookstore

PLACE

10 a.m.DATE

WED

- THURS. JAN. 16-17 TIME

3

ROBERT L. MOLONEY
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
21S1 Wlllot Rd.
Pontlac, Ml 4*057
(313) 373-4410
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MAKE YOUR TUMMY HAPPY...
FOR LESS/
LET YOUR TUMMY TACKLE
THESE DAILY SPECIALS

IREAKFAST

1.99

^^Vw'For light eaters...This meal
\SS^ Includes a ground round patty,
*>'
i-hrtlro
Q|
choice of
potato, vegetable-of-

the-day and bread and
nd butter.

GROUND ROUND DINNER

DAILY 6 a.m. - 9 a.m.
•Small Juke
»Two Bacon Strips
«Two Sausage Links
«Two Blueberry
Muffins

Einjoy a 10 OZ. Ground Round Patty,
Potato, Vegetable-of-the-day an«*
bread and butter.

Clip these coupons
and Save even more.

OPEN 24 HOURS

CREDIT THIS TUMMY
50 FOR
'
EVERY
'3.00 PURCHASE

r One coupon must accompany
each '300 purchase. Multiple
coupons ol this type accepted with
additional '300 Incremental purchases. Other coupons or discounts
will not be honored In conjunction
with this offer Good at all loca
tlons EXPIRES: 1/31/85.

COUPON

V*2dn
M
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I
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Enjoy These Daily Specials at our Drive-Thru Locations

BIG
BOY
SANDWICHES
99*..

BRAWNY
LAD.
SANDWICHES
1.09-

Breakfast
SPECIALS

7f-
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Spring Hours 1985

Effective Jan. 14 - May 19, 1985
CENTER HOURS:
Mon.-Thors.
7 am - Midnight
Fri.
7 am - 10 p.m.
Sat.
9 am - 10 pm
Sun.
9 am - Midnight
POOL HOURS:
Cooper:
Mon.-Thurs.
7 am - 2 pm; 5 - 10 pm
Fri.
7 am - 2 pm; 5 - 9 pm
Sat.
9 am - 9 pm
Son.
Noon - 10 pm
Club:
Mon.-Sun.
1 - 8 pm
If questions, call 372-2711
For court reservations, call 372-2000

ENENENENENSNENENENENENENENENENENENE

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 1985
SIGMA NCI OFFICERS
Eminent Commander
Lieutenant Commander
Treasurer
Recorder
Pledge Marshall

lbert Dandy's
^ICE CREAM

with any other purchase.
Select from Vanilla,
Chocolate, Strawberry or
the Flavor-of-the-Month!

Student Recreation
v & Center

(includes Soup 'n Salad Bar)

ONE
SCOOP
of Big Boy's-

A 29*

/gflk/
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CREDIT THIS TUMMY
50' FOR EVERY
'3.00 PURCHASE

One coupon must accompany
each '300 purchase Multiple
'coupons of this type accepted with
additional '300 Incremental pur
chases Other coupons or discounts
will not be honored In conjunction
with this offer Good at all loca
tlons EXPIRES: 1/31/85.

.COUPON,

:

4.45

CHOOSE ANY 4 ITEMS
"Two eggs
(fried or Scrambled)
•Potato of the Day
•Two Hotcakes
•Two Biscuits

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

w
CREDIT THIS TUMMY
50* FOR EVERY
•3.00 PURCHASE
One coupon must accompany
each '300 purchase Multiple
coupons of this type accepted with
additional '300 Incremental pur
chases Other coupons or discounts
will not be honored In conjunction
with this offer Good at all loca
tlons EXPIRES: 1/31/85.

COUPON

Rush Chairman
Assistant Rush
Chaplain
Sentinel
Social Chairman
Activities
Athletics

James Montogomery
David Marshall
Andy Slupecki
David Parke
Chris North
Mike Conner
Neal Kocianic
Tom Irwin
Bill Irwin
Todd McRoberts & Jay
Stelzer
John Cummings
Jay Stelzer
Mark Borders
Jeff Mawhirter
Joe Naro
Mitch Kahl
Mark Borders
Scott Willington
Carl Buergler
Duncan Plaskett
Ed Roebuck

Alumni Contact
Historian
House Manager
Stewart
In House Spirit
Lll' Sis Chairman
Scholarship
IFC Representative
Jr. Rep. to Exec. Council
Soph. Rep. to Exec
Bob Malburg
Council
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Israel fears troop withdrawal
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel
said Tuesday the withdrawal of
Israeli troops from Lebanon
could provoke a wave of violence and appealed to the United
Nations and the Beirut government to move into vacated areas
before fighting starts.
"There is indeed a danger of
massacres in Lebanon, said
Prime Minister Shimon Peres.
He told high school students in
the northern town of Yoqnam
that Israel wanted to avoid
bloodshed, but "I don't know if
we will succeed."
The Israeli Cabinet approved
a three-phase withdrawal plan
Monday that will begin in five
weeks.
Israeli troops have occupied
southern Lebanon since the in-

vasion of 1962 and Peres said
Monday the last Israeli troops
should leave Lebanon "by the
summer." But other sources
said the pullback may stretch
into the autumn.
Some Israeli officials said the
phased withdrawal could also
lead to a confrontation with
Damascus if Syrian forces in
eastern Lebanon move into
areas evacuated by Israel in the
second stage of the withdrawal.
ISRAELI TROOPS will leave
the Mediterranean port city of
Sidon in the first stage of the
pullback, and Israelis feel Shiite
and Sunni Moslem militias as
well as Palestinians could fight
for control of the city.
Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin met U.N. Undersecretary

General Brian Urquhart to outline the withdrawal plan. He
also urged that U.N. peacekeeping forces and the Lebanese
army take control of areas Israel evacuates. Urquhart later
flew to Beirut to explore the
prospects for transferring authority in the south.
The U.N. Security Council dispatched 6,000 peacekeepers to
southern Lebanon after a 90-day
Israeli invasion in 1978 and it
would have to approve any redeployment of U.N. forces north of
the Litani River.
The Security Council can act
only on a request by the Lebanese government and any decision would require the approval
of the Soviet Union.

Nancy Reagan admits fears
WASHINGTON (AP) Nancy Reagan admitted
Tuesday that she is afraid
sometimes when she goes out
in public with her husband
ana said no one could ever
understand or prepare for the
glare of publicity and the
confinement of fife in the
White House.
As she prepared for the
beginning of another fouryear stint beside her husband
at the center of power, Mrs.
Reagan told the Associated
Press, "I don't think that
anybody can ever imagine

how much of a change it is
until you're actually here.
Nobody can ever prepare you
for the scrutiny that you're
under."
"We've been in public life
practically all our lives, but
this is different," the first
lady said in an interview.
"There's no way to prepare
yourself for it"
But sitting in the mansion's
ground-floor Map Room with
Secret Service agents Just
outside the door at all times,
Mrs. Reagan said she probably has "a different view" of

the intense security than others who have chafed at the
loss of privacy.
"IF IT weren't for the Secret Service, I wouldn't have
a husband," she said in a
reference to the agents who
shoved Reagan into nis limousine and rushed him to a
hospital after he was seriously wounded by a wouldbe assassin in March 1961.
"So I have a very tender
spot in my heart for them,"
Mrs. Reagan said.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
We Invite You To Come To

MEADOWVIEW COURTS
214 Napoleon Rd.

Hours:

M-F 9-4:30

One Bedroom • Furnished
$270.00 all utilities paid
One Efficiency

Phone:

352-1195

Fireworks factory explodes
OLD WASHINGTON, Ohio
(AP) - An explosion leveled
the Union Imports fireworks
factory here Tuesday afternoon, killing one female
employee and critically injuring three others, officials
"I'd call them all critical at
this point." C. Lekorenos,
vice president of patient care
at Guernsey Memorial Hospital in Cambridge, said of the
injured.
Jerry Feltner of Byrd Ambulance in Cambridge, about
80 miles east of Columbus,
identified the fatality as
Linda Wells, no age available. He said she was dead at
the scene and the explosion
had ripped her arms and
hands from her body.
Jim Thorn of Thorn Funeral Home said the woman's
body was taken there, where
it was to be examined by the
county coroner.
Lekorenos identified the in-

jured as Polly Nicholes, 19,
and her sister, Peggy Nicholes, 20, of nearby Quaker
City, and Lillian Baker, 21, of
Freeport.
He said all three had been
stabilized and had been taken
to Children's Hospital-Medical Center in Akron, which
specializes in treatment of
burn victims.
Feltner said all three
women had "extensive
burns."
KIM SMITH, a secretary
who answered the telephone
at Union Imports, said an
explosion occurred but would
not say whether anyone had
been hurt.
She said the factory was
Previously known as Eagle
ireworks.
The Guernsey County sheriffs department in Cambridge did not immediately
release any information
about the explosion, except to

say it had occurred.
''There are injuries, but I
can't say anything about it
yet," said a man who answered the telephone at the
sheriff's department.
The state fire marshal was
reported en route to the
scene.
Tom Fullen, a reporter for
WILE radio in Cambridge,
said the wood and corrugated-metal building was
about the size of a two-car
garage and that the explosion
scattered debris as far away
as 40-50 yards. An adjacent
structure was not damaged.
"It was pretty much out in
a rural area," Fullen said. "It
was just in pieces. The metal
was lust lying in a pile. You
couldn't tell it was a building
at one time."
When deputies arrived on
the scene several minutes
after the blast, shreds of cotton wadding were still floating through the air, he said.

Phi Gamma Delta... Fiji
Two Good Names...
...One Great Fraternity

TONIGHT: Fiji... There is not substitute
TOMMOROW NIGHT: The Wild Life
Other Spring Rush Dates
Tues. Jan. 22: That's Entertainment
Thurs. Jan. 24: FIJI 2001
Tues. Jan. 29: Talent Search
Wed. Jan. 30: Phi Gamma Delta Night
ALL RUSHES AT 818 THURSTIN AVE.
CALL 354-5592 FOR RIDES
ALL RUSHES ARE 7-9 p.m.

$200.00 plus utilities (Landlord pays gas heat)

Two Bedroom apartments still available
$270.00 furnished $250.00 unfurnished
Resident pays gas/electric

Includes: Rent, water, and sewage. All residents are granted privilege of using the
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 835 High St., B.G.
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Sigma Nu Means
More Than Just Fast
Times With Good
".James Dean
To some people, fraternity life represents good times spent with good
friends.
Sigma Nu offers all those good times,
with our full social schedule. But we also
offer you what most other fraternities
can't. Among the advantages:
Sigma Nu is the Only Fraternity
Founded Against Hazing: On an October night not long after the Civil War,
three cadets at Virginia Military Institute
met secretly, and with a historic purpose:
to create a "society" (as fraternities were
called in those days) opposed to hazing,
the mistreatment of pledges.
Because of their dream, men can
pledge a fraternity where pledges do not
worry about being subjected to foolish
pledge requirements: Sigma Nu. Unlike
some fraternities which maintain they do
not haze, but secretly have other ideas in
mind, we'll tell you up front what's expected of you. You can find out Thursday
at rush.
Sigma Nu: Difficult to Stereotype:
Something you'll notice about us at rush
is our diversity. We each have our own
tastes, clothing styles and interests. Yet
we share what is the most important: a
I concern for each other and our chapter.

Acting legend James Dean, the authority on "fast times", pledged Sigma
Nu at UCLA during his college career.
He represents just one of our many
alumni who have risen to the top of
their fields. Could you be the next?
Find out Thursday at 6:30 at the Sigma
Nu House.
We are not the largest house on
campus; we try to keep our numbers at a
level which allows us to maintain interest
in every brother. But we are always
looking for potential Sigma Nus: serious
students who can have a good time, and
individualists who can care about others.
If you think that describes you, come up
andsee us at rush. Thursday at 6:30

72-5494 If it's Groek to you, it's Sigma Nu 372-549\

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS:
FULLY PAID EDUCATION
PLUS MONTHLY INCOME
If you have been accepted by, or are enrolled at
an approved school of medicine or osteopathy,
you may qualify for the Navy Health Professions
Scholarship Program.

NAVY SCHOLARSHIPS PROVIDE:
**Your full tuition, authorized fees and educational expenses
**The cost of required books and supplies
**Rental fees for necessary equipment such as
microscopes, and
**A monthly cash payment directly to you! You
can use this stipend as you please.
Participation in the Navy Health Professions Scholarship program does not involve any military training or
drills, nor require wearing a uniform. Your academic
routine and lifestyle mil remain the same as other
medical students.

QUALIFICATION FOR SCHOLARSHIPS:
**Be accepted for the next entering class or
currently enrolled in an approved school of
medicine or osteopathy.
**Be a U.S. citizen
**Be physically qualified for a commission as a
Naval Officer.
For information on the lifestyle, opportunities and benefits available
to Navy Medical Officers, call 1-216-676-0490.

Classifieds
Stouftera (2)
US «jr Forced)

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Jan 16, 1986
cfvsalweng Oh-Campu
In nriewApi
The first dsy ol signups tor Wtervlewa during
IK period of January 22, 1985. through
February 1. 1985. we: be hew on wed . Jan
16. 1985. at 4 00 p m « north East Cornmom Educaeon sign ups wl bo held at 0:00
p m In the Forum of Ihe Student Services
Busang Al regattrants musl two a First
ChoKe Interview Card In order to cartlclpete *>
the first day ol slravupe Altar the first day.
etudenta and aajmni/ee may sign-up for inter
views from 600 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the
University Pleoement Services. 360 Student
Services BueJng
A Credential Form must be submitted lor each
raarvae) scheduled at the nme ol signup
■ for any reason you cannot keep your appointnysnl. please cat the University Placement
Services office no later man 9 00 am one
•on. day WORE your scheduled Interview
The telephone number la 372-2386 FeJure to
do so •» be considered Insufficient Notice
Two Instances of InaumUenl Notice w» result m
forfeiture of skjrnjp prrvseges for the next signup period.
NO SHOW POLICY: Falure to appear lor a
scheduled Interview we result In rnmediale
suspension of your sign-up prtveagaa for the
next recasting period You are required to send
a letter ol apology to the employer and tie a
copy of ma letter wati the University Placemen!
Services Any student who twice leas 10 honor
their Interview crjrrare»v»nts wH be denied
interviewing privileges for the remainder ol the
academe year.
Tuesday, January 22
Burroughs Corporahon 13)
Internal Revenue Service) (11
Wednesday, January 21
Champion International (i I
CompuServe (2)
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Tharectey, January 24
AEtna Ufa insurance (l)
Boy Scouts ol America 111
ElscaorxcOataSyslemelll
Laxewcod Schools 111
NCR Corporation (3)
Frldey, January 25
Electronic Data Systeme 111
Lexewood Schools 11)
NaaonalCltyCorp (3)
Monday, January 21
Dels Basics, Inc [l|
Firestone TVe a Rubber Co (1)
IBM Corporation (11
National Security Agency 11)
Tuesday. January 21
AmertTnal (3)
Artesian Industries 11)
Chemical Abatracta 111
Crowe. CMiex a Co (2)
Eaatman-KodaX Company (3)
Hobart Corporation (2|
Monaanto Reeearch Corp 12}
M.O.NY (I)
OfaoDept ollraneportation(l)
Texas Instruments, sic (I)
Wednesday, January 10
Bar* One Cleveland (2)
Bank One Dayton (2)
Eastman Kodak Company (3)
Marys Mate ail (31
OfaoDept ot T.anaportatlon 11)
Texas Instruments. Inc (4)
Turner CkxWructlon (11
Thursday. January 11
Dietrich Industries |2)
Eastman-Kodak Company (3)
Stride Rile Ratal Corp (1)
Texas Instruments, Inc (6)
United Way of America III
Friday, February 1
Bob Evans Farms. Inc (2)
Kant Stale Unrv , MBA Program (t I
Tonaco. Inc. (1)

Are you hungry for spiritual truth, have you
aakad for bread and ware given a atone? The
prxtoaophical study group meets Mondays al
7:30 pm In Math Science 406 to casousa the
esoteric teachings of the Maalara. Everyone
Attention Royal Onsen members Emergency
Royal Green meeting- Wednesday Jan 16 at
8pm In Memorial Hat.
Bacchua- Students Group which promolee
raaponelble decaaona about ohnkrvj. w* meet
al 6:30 pm 110 BA The agenda Inductee
pane for oteceon ol officers Al Welcome
"ROCK WORLD'- B G a anawar to MTV on
Channel 7- cioeedcrcutt TV on campus Fes
tunhg top recording arttsta Hal a Oats. Juaan
larmon. PM Crxana. Paul McCartney and
others Wl run contlnualy throughout Spring
Semester Mon.-Frl. 4 00-6 00pm and MonTnura. io oopm
WouM you axe Io be si NORTH CAROUNA
FLORIDA. CAUFORNIA or NEW MEXICO now?
You can go to school there without paying out
of-etate tees a losing BGSU crerjltal Cal 20202 for NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Wry-appfcaDon deadane Fab 211

RIDES
Attention Toledo Commuter Students RUe
Needed Tueedey Eveninga or Wed Morning
WS Help wan Gas Cal Jeanetta 2-1827
Rktt nssdad to O U III Thai weekend- W* pay
H tor gee Pleeee cat. Deb 372-8974

SERVICES OFFERED

PLANNED PARENTHOOO
OF NW OHIO
920 N Main SI BO
Corrrldentx* personal cere
Specxa Rates BGSU students
Convenient Appointments
364-3840
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TYPING SERVICES
18 yra. experience term papers, letters,
resumes 1-665-2240 Rrvaaonetiki rales
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Scuba Pleases now forming al the SRC Tuea.
Thura, Frl
■nan MeHerry
Happy 20th Birthday
say. tar We love ya.

W
■

Cross Country Sluing Beat Prlcea and top
quetry Equipment PurceTa Bike Shop 131
E.Wooaler (downtown) 362-6264
Darts New Shipment juel in largest sanction m
Northwest ONo Purcera Btke Shop 131
E Wooeter (downtown) 362-6264
Scuba
Thus., Frl.

Now lormlng at the SRC Tuea .

MH
TenlgM 7-epm Call 154-6512 tor Mdee. FtJL There la no substitute
Jen, laatnlght waa terrlflcl I |ust hope the
pictures oama out. To be sura, I'm taking them
to THE PICTURE PLACE In Vie University
Union (Feat servkce and low prices')
Scuba Caa
Thura. Fd

I Don!
The Winers

Gat peyched lor inltsmonl Don't forget thoae
dean white undies" Love. Barb.

l now forming al the SRC Tuea.

Phi Qamma Delta... FIJI Tan oood narnea...
...One great IralesnHy.
RUSH DELTA UPSILON
730-9.30 THURS
COME MEET THE
BROTHERS

Ski bite, ear muffs, gloves, down vests
• wide selection now at
Lake Erie Sporta Open a 6
SPRING BREAK m Deytona Beach from $69.
South Padre from $78. Mustang bjland'Port
Araneea S119. Steamboat Springs sklng from
$79 HURRY Break From The Books can
Suncheee Tours to* tree lor more intormation 1600-321-5911 or contact a Sunchaae Camput Rep or you tocel Travel Agency TODAY"
Happy Belated Birthday' Wish we could lave
concreted II together on the real nay. but wet
make up for It tree weekend. (Don't worry, wa
won't kivkethe aoaows)
Your BO BurJrJea- Anna Merle 6 j.
Scuta
Thura, Frl

art ma A F.

ROOMMATE

pSYbetehup Chorus Director Enthusaetlr. 28
member Sweet Adoine Chorua seeking Dtree
tor xnoi4srlgssbls In barbershop style music
Contact. Wlneeburg Chapter Sweel Adosnes
1419)332-0923

Cal 384-6739

Glad you're back from Idaho and now. you're
our roommate Get ready for some fun times
beer, here at BG '
Your new BG. Roomies- Anne Mane. Bngit
andJl

"T—

■

■

Musldanalll
leed gurlarlet. p4.nl rl. and baas player lor s
•en eetebkehed group. Eagle Creek. Must be
aaeaee, to trseeL It mtereeled Mi an audition
cast W44VJU er U77M4.

$93 76 a Month - Mats Non Smoker Free Heal

Russsl BGSU sweets- orange, brown, new
purple - many others Gifts for the holidays
Lake Erie Sports open til 6

Abortion, pregnancy teata
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-2SS-7769

Your source tor sports Introduces Ekteton's
new oversize racquetbal racquet Great new
git Baal Lake Erie Sporta■en !"■

Rant la rxsgotlabto-tve doaa to camous Moa
apt Pleeee pel Ses-SSaa

LIVE ROCK 'N ROLL TONITEI
MAM ST.
Little Otis 4 The Upeetters
Cal M2-3701 lor details
MAM ST.

CELEBRATE
SUPER BOWL SUNDAY
AT 01 BENEDETTO'S
SUB—ME QUICK
2« COLOR TVS
BEER, POPCORN 1 SUB SPECIALS
362-4663

Al your typing needs
prompt A proloeatonal
362-4017 Clara

CRUSSE8MPS HMNQ, $18-$30.000I Carrtbean, Hawaii. Work). Cal tor Quo*. Directory.
1-1918) 944 4444 x 8G Cruies

WANTED

Hockey par/era Great selection ol StKka.
Skates and al hockey Equipment Beat Prlcea
around. PurceTa Bike Shop. 131 E Wooaler
(downtown) 362-6264

WM761

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY WORKING FOB
PEACE SMALL NVESmeHT PEACERACKS
P.O 1207, FeattnCA 96016

HELFI

Congradulatlons Mil on your angagemenl to
Mam Greene. Oood Luckl Vou'H need HI
The Brothers of Delta Upsllon

Prepare tor MCAT
Staraay H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr
3550SecorRd Toledo

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

$1 19
Bacon or t allege. 2 Egge.toset.cotfee
Mon-Frl »am 1pm with this ad
Explrea March 3. 1966
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412EWooeter

now forming at the SRC Tuea.

FOR SALE

ONE Of, TWO FINALE ROOMMATES
HEEDED FOR SfnTatM eWsMIM. CLOSE
TO CAMPOS CALL 364-KSt FOR INFORMATION.
nmrralaaa nasdsd tor Spring/Summer
Apt Comer of S Ccaaga 1 Napoleon
near drtve-thru Plasaonatls. Cal Don
or Damon 364-8141.
MALE NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY TO SHARE 3 MAN APT 117 A
MONTH PLUS UTUTIES CLOSE TO CAM-

PUS 364-7672
4th F. roommass needed 2 blocks from eaynpua Cal 384-7636
1 F. rm*s needed for 3rd St apt Cal 354
3073
1 F. ROOMMATE NEEDED NOW)' ONLY $60
A MO. PLUS UTS. TOP HALF OF HOUSE
CALL 383-7489

I TV systems $995 $2995 00 Kroma
1-691-2161.
Christian witness T Starts
'screen, exduarvery assigned
For more hfo cal 364-1412
Apple ■ computer morator. European specs
$200: used 1 month Cal 9am-6pm. Mon.-Fn
362-7841.
76 Chevette Wtue 4 door.'good condition
New beltery. nrea. brakes I muffler $1300 (h|.
rrasege) Cal Sara 10-6 waalidaya 382-6616
FOR SALE; OFFICE DESK SSO, ISM SELEO
TRIC TYPEWRtmi $290. PM: 152-4180 AF
TCTs<0psv
Man's tO-epeed FuJ b»;a. good condnlon. best
offer Evaranga 362-1220.

M Senior- gred. double room, kitchen, private
entrance, doaa to Unrv 352-7236

FOR RENT

1 M ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLET UNTV
VILLAGE APT FOR SPRING SEM CLOSE TO
CAMPUS FREE HEAT FREE CABLE TV
LOW UTtLTTrES NEW CARPET. $450.00 OR
BKTOFFER^AIJ^62^804^^^^^

Carry Rentals
fiouaaa 4 apartments
office hours 11 -4pm
M 316 E Merry Apt 3
or phone anytime for info
362-7365

HELP WANTED
S14-S39.000I Stewardaasae ReeervatMmst' Worldwide1 C-' for
Guide, Directory. Newsletter 1(916, 944
4444 X BO All
|
BG Office of Toledo Home Maintenance
seeking salea person General labor, part-time
sec'y. ranvaaaars Sand resume/reply to P.O
Box 5643. Toledo, Oh 43613.

Apt 49 Meadow View Ct. $225 'month. Jan t
May paid, 1-691-6247 for Info

ELECTRICIANS
AMH«NTrCfiS»#»
OI»POmilNITY
(Men S Woman)
The Toledo JoiM ElectnOens Apprenticeship
and Trasahg Commmee wl be accepting appt
oMtona tor apprentlceahlp from January 26.
1988 through February 6. 1966 Applications
wS be aiialehls at the Apprenticeship TraJrang
Cantor. 803 Ume city Road. Roesford, Ohio
(behind Local #6) tram 9 30 am to 11.30
am. , Monday through Friday, if you are
between 18 end 26 (Inclusive) years ol sge lup
to 30 tor rxaatfylng veterans), and eucceeefuly
compatod one year of algebra, have a high
school diploma and a math and science background, and are In good physical and mental
condition, you quality to apply for said Program
YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON.
An teasel OpprartefiHy Biiptorar.

Houses I Apia for 1986'88 school year
SmlthBogga Rentals 352-9457 btwn. 12
4pm or 362-8917 afar 6:00pm.

Prograealve company seeking ambitious individual for summer employment Exceeent expo
rtenoa tor the business rnlndeq Individual
pursuing a buaraea degree Wl avofve the
coordtrevaon ol outings and special events
Minimum of two years ol urvjefr/sduele study
and flexible hours a must. Send personal
Inlomieaton or resume to Geeuga Lake Person.
net Dept. 1000 Aurora Rd . Aurura. OH
44202.

Mad. Unhrerarty VNtege. Large
se to campus. Discounted rent.
CeJI SS*-62$0.

Need F. students to n apta and houses Aval
now Near campus Ph -352-7365.
Apt tor Ran) tor Spring Semeeter.
2 bedroom, fulty him. apt. Heat, Cable T.V.
hookup, water paid by owner. Close to
campus Can 182-71S7 aak tor Rich.
RENTING FOR 1MS-S6 YEAR
Two bdrnv. turn, apt Heat, water end cable
L». hook-up paid by owner. $8S0lpereonl4
people. Oood tocatlonl Cal 152-7112. Aak far

■ML

Bkseping rooms aval. Fum S unfum Aval 2nd
semeeter Meet 8 dean Cal Nevriove Mgmt
3525820.
2bedrm mdurtes heal, cable peldutatties April
$325'month 624 6th St Apt C2 362-4966.
aemot Apt. C2
2 ftolaaH 'oo"tn\BtfjB rnwKj^d for 2nd $wn&slw
Cable TV. Free heal. Only $118 75.mo For
more kilo eel 352-3986.
Houses a Apartmenta
dose to campus lor 88-86
school year 1-267 3341
HOUSES and APARTMENTS
Ctoaa toCampua
'88-'66 echool year 1-267 3341

WELCOME BACK!
araani
Commons
Sun-Sat 6 p.m.-midnight
Opens January 13

Harshman
Sun-Thurs 6 p.m.-midnight
Opens January 13

S^Fl Commons
•• ^•* Mon-Thurs 4-6 p.m.
I Opens January 14 I

McDonald
Sun-Thurs
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
and 6:30-11 p.m. GARDE N
Opens January 15 TERRACE

/S-ffi

Kreischer
Tues-Sat 6:30-11:30 p.m.
Opens January 15

Founders
Sun-Thurs 7:30-11:30 p.m.
Opens January 14
Jj

2terr.es
Harshman
Lunch M-F 11 a.m. ■ 1:30 p.m.
Dinner M-F 4-6:30 p.m.
Opens January 14

McDonald
M-F 4:15-6 p.m.
Opens January 16

.Commons

Founders

Regular Hours: Mon - Fri

The Dining Halls
Harshman * Kreischer

Breakfast: 7-10:30 a.m.
Lunch: 10:30
)inner: 4-6:11

Sat & Sun

*

McDonald

Brunch: 10 a.m.-2 p.m
Dinner: 4-(

